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SUMMARY (English) 

  

Do convergent prey species respond to convergent predator species in similar 

manners? To answer this I ran a series of common-garden experiments with four 

convergent desert dune rodents, two from the Mojave Desert and two from the Negev 

desert with a fixed set of predators. The rodents were exposed to an Old-World viper, 

the Saharan horned viper (Cerastes cerastes) and a New-World viper, the sidewinder 

rattlesnake (Crotalus cerastes). These two snakes are convergent in appearance, 

locomotion and yearly activity patterns, however the rattlesnakes have heat sensing 

pits, allowing them to see in dark nights. Given this constraint breaking adaptation, 

using Giving Up Densities (GUDs), I measured the response of each of the species to 

the vipers they share an evolutionary history with and those that are novel to them.  

In a three step experiment I tested the adaptations, and adaptivness of each of the 

rodent species. First I asked, what was the innate, or initial, perception of risk? I 

measured this perception in an interview chamber setting, comparing the response to 

each of the viper species. I followed the response patterns to the vipers, through 

interactions with the environment in a semi natural arena (vivarium) by measuring the 

GUDs in different habitats, observing patterns in different moon phases, and under 

variable predation risk from owls. I asked whether these perceptions of risk changed 

with the time of exposure in the arena. The experiments concluded with a repeat of the 

entry interview, revisiting the adapted perception of risk two months after initial 

exposure.  
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The interview experiments revealed a similar behavior al pattern in both Negev gerbil 

species, Allenby’s gerbils (Gerbillus andersoni allenbyi (GA)) and the greater Egyptian 

gerbil (Gerbillus pyramidum (GP)). They feared (higher GUDs) their evolutionarily 

known, Saharan, viper over the novel viper. After exposure, the gerbils feared their 

novel viper as much as the known one. Desert pocket mice (Cheatodipus penicillatus 

(CP)) and Merriam’s kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami (DM)) populations feared both 

vipers before exposure, however only the DM population lost its fear of the novel horned 

viper after the exposure (lower GUDs).  

The vivarium common-garden experiments revealed that species sharing a common 

evolutionary background assess risk more like each other than the species most 

resembling them from the convergent system. Both gerbils, treated all snakes similarly, 

taking risk during the new moon phase, GUDs of 1.8±0.03g (GA) and 2.17±0.05g (GP), 

over the full moon phase with GUDs of 2.0±0.03g and 2.54±0.17g, respectively. The 

gerbils seem to be “assuming” that the novel vipers don’t “see” them on dark nights. The 

gerbils adjusted their fear responses as the experiment endured. For instance, the GP 

population decreased their GUDs from 2.42±0.05g during the first month to 2.03± 0.04g 

during the second. Similar trends were also seen in the GA population to a lesser 

extreme. The two heteromyid species diverged in their responses. The kangaroo rats 

(DM) were willing to take risk with vipers, foraging trays to an average of 0.85±0.06g, 

out of 3g at start of night, but did not take as much risk with the combination of owls and 

vipers, GUD of 1.14±0.07. Pocket mice on the other hand, avoided all risk, and only 

skimmed the food patches for sustenance, mean GUDs of 2.62±0.02g.  
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Additional insights into the divergent responses of the two rodent families was tested 

with spatial analysis of GUDs within vivarium. This involved mapping each species’ 

landscapes of fear (LOF). A LOF is a visualisation of how risk is perceived in space by a 

species under predation risk. When the actual risk increases, the predictions say the 

landscape may change in one or more of few ways: it may rise in elevation if the safe 

and risky zones, where they remain identically positioned as was observed in the 

heteromyid rodent populations (CP and DM). It may increase in rugosity, making the 

pitch between risky and safe patches more sharp, as was observed in the same 

populations. Lastly the LOF may radically alter with change in predation risk, as was 

observed in both gerbil populations. The GP population reversed a landscape with 

islands of fear to a landscape with islands of safety. In a different pattern the GA 

population redistributed the risk zones with increase of risk. Albeit the differences a 

concordance in the overall, averaged LOF, was found between all species. 

The main findings of this research project are: (1) Convergent evolution on physical and 

physiological appearance does not translate into convergent behavior al patterns. (2) An 

evolutionary history shared with predators of a high lethality, with a tool such as heat 

sensing ability, may cause the evolution of the prey to fixed evolutionary extremes be 

they physical, or behavior al as seen in the patterns of the Heteromyid rodents (DM and 

CP). (3)  The evolution alongside predators of lower lethality, allows for the adaptive 

traits, behavior al ones in particular, to be more plastic, as seen in the Gerbeline 

rodents. And lastly, (4) Heat sensing ability does not give the snakes who possess that 

ability a clear advantage as measured in the risk that the prey species perceived of 

them. 
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SUMMARY (Hebrew) 

 תקציר

שני : בישראל( ויווריום)הובאו לזירה טבעית למחצה , אבולוציוניתארבעה מיני מכרסמים אשר מתכנסים 

 -ו'( גרביל חולות)'  Gerbillus pyramidum --מיני גרבילים הנפוצים בדיונות החול של מדבר הנגב 

Gerbillus andersoni allenbyi '(גרביל החוף )'-- מידיים מדיונות מדבר ושני מיני מכרסמים הטרו

כיס -עכבר) Cheatodipus penicillatus,  מוהאבי מצפון אמריקה שיובאו לישראל למטרת המחקר

, בהתאם לספרות המחקר מהעשורים האחרונים (. קנגורו-חולדת) Dipodomys merriamiו , (מדברי

. מודל לתפקודים אקולוגייםמהוות מערכות , זו מצפון אמריקה וזו מהמזרח התיכון, שתי קבוצות המכרסמים

 . בהם לחוקר שליטה בהרכב החברה(, Common Garden)האוכלוסיות נבחנו בסדרת ניסויי גן משותף 

וזאת בעבור כל מין , בניסויים אלו נבחנה השפעת מידת החשיפה של אוכלוסיות המכרסמים לטורפים

התפתחה  עמוחש טורף מכרסמים לנ אוכלוסייתבמסגרת מודל זה נחשפה כל . מכרסמים בנפרד

, Cerastes cerastes, ממדבר הנגב נלקחו עכני חרטומים. אבולוציונית ולנחש טורף שהוא זר עבורה

. שלהם איברי חישת חום המאפשרים ראייה בתנאי חושך, Crotalus cerastes, וממדבר המוהאבי עכסנים

בנוסף . לם ואופן התנועה בחולותגוד, שני מיני הנחשים גם הם מתכנסים אבולוציונית בצורתם הפיזית

 .נחשפו המכרסמים לקבוצת טורפים הכוללת תנשמות בנוסף לשני מיני הנחשים

בשלב הראשון נחשף כל פרט . בעבור כל אחת מאוכלוסיות המכרסמים, מערך הניסוי כלל שלושה שלבים

סם על מידת המדמה תיחקור של המכר( interview chamber)בחדר ראיון , מאוכלוסיית המכרסמים

בשלב השני . מערך ניסוי זה חשף כל מכרסם לנחש כלוא מכל אחד משני מיני הנחשים. רתיעתו מנחשים

לסכנת  האוכלוסייהבמסגרתו נחשפה , נערך ניסוי גן משותף לכל אוכלוסיית מכרסמים בנפרד בויוריום

 .קורבשלב השלישי הועבר כל פרט חזרה למערך התיח. טריפה מהנחשים למשך חודשיים

שני . דפוס התנהגותי דומה בשני מיני הגרבילים ממדבר הנגבניסויי התיחקור של השלב הראשון חשפו 

יותר מאשר מסכנת הטריפה מהעכסן אתו לא חלקו , המוכר להם אבולוציונית, המינים פחדו מהעכן
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לב השלישי כי הראו ניסויי התיחקור של הש, בתום חודשיים במודל הגן המשותף. היסטוריה אבולוציונית

התגלתה שונות בין המינים מצפון , לעומת זאת. הגרבילים פוחדים משני מיני הנחשים במידה זהה

פחדו משני הנחשים באופן שווה לפני ואחרי  (Cheatodipus penicillatus)הכיס -עכברי: אמריקה

  .לפחד ממנו נרתעו מהעכן לפני החשיפה ואחרי החשיפה חדלו Dipodomys merriamiואילו , חשיפה

ניסויי השדה במודל הגן המשותף חשפו התנהגות דומה יותר בקרב מיני מכרסמים בעלי עבר אבולוציוני 

שני מיני הגרבילים . דומים, תנאי הסתגלות –כלומר , משותף מאשר בקרב מינים החולקים לחצי טריפה

בעוד )ם לראות בלילות נטולי ירח הם הניחו ששניהם אינם יכולי: התייחסו לנחשים משני המינים באופן זהה

ובעת חשיפה לשניהם הגבירו פעילות בתקופות החודש ( שרק העכן המוכר להם אינו ניחן בראיית לילה

. אמריקה הדגימו שני דפוסי פעולה הפוכים זה לזה-שני המינים מצפון, לעומת זאת. בהן הירח מוסתר

אך נרתעו , יחור מזון בנוכחות שני הנחשיםנטו לפעילות ש( Dipodomys merriami)קנגורו -חולדות

צמצמו את פעילות ( Cheatodipus penicillatus)הכיס -עכברי, לעומתם. משיחור בנוכחותה של תנשמת

 .שיחור המזון שלהם הן בנוכחות שני מיני הנחשים והן בנוכחות התנשמת

. ה בארבעת מיני המכרסמיםזה, זירת המחקר, ניתוח מרחבי של הנתונים מעלה כי תפיסת הסכנה במרחב 

משתנה גם דפוס הרגלי שיחור המזון כפי שהוא , עם השינוי בתפיסה בדבר רמת סכנת הטריפה, עם זאת

אמריקאיים הציגו תפיסת סיכון -שני המינים הצפון(. Landscape of Fear)מתבטא במפת נוף הפחד 

שינו , לעומתם. הערכת הסיכוןבמסגרתה כלל מפת נוף הפחד עולה ויורדת בהתאמה ל, מקובעת דומה

מפה אחת עבור נחשים ומפה : הגרבילים ללא הכר את מפת נוף הפחד בהתאם לסוג הטורף שהוצג

 .טופוגרפית שונה לחלוטין עבור תנשמות

אינם בהכרח , מינים שמתכנסים אבולוציונית במראם( 1: )מחקר זה הוביל לכמה ממצאים חשובים

יה אבולוציונית אם טורפים שרמת הסיכון מהם למיני הטרף שלהם היסטור( 2. )מתכנסים בהתנהגותם

, מכוונת את האדפטציה של הטרף לדפוס קבוע באחד מקיצוני הטווח האבולוציוני, כגון ראיית לילה, גבוהה

מינים שלהם עבר אבולוציוני עם מינים מסכנה ( 3. )אבולוציה התנהגותית או אבולוציה פיזית ופיזיולוגית
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אדפטציה של ראיית לילה בנחשים אינה מקנה ( 4.)מראים גמישות בתכונותיהם ההתנהגותיות נמוכה יותר

 .  לא בלכידת טרף ולא בתפיסת רמת הסיכון אותו חשים הנטרפים, בהכרח יתרון לבעלי יכולת זאת

 



 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 “Take a course in good water and air; and in the eternal youth of Nature you may 

renew your own. Go quietly, alone; no harm will befall you.” 

 -John Muir  

A. Overview  

Some of the happiest times in my life have been surrounded by nature.  A love to 

travel, experience landscapes and enjoy the wilderness have been a part of my life 

from a very young age. It took a long time and some inspirational characters in my 

life to understand that my calling was to study nature and not to protect it per se. It 

took both chance and some advice I needed to ignore to hear my calling.  To me, in 

choosing a career in ecology, I was able to strike two birds with one stone: spending 

time outside handling animals I would not otherwise had opportunity to do so, and 

traveling to some of the most remote and beautiful places on earth. It was also a 

way to satisfy my natural inborn curiosity.  

In part it was chance, and in part a proactive nature that opened the doors to 

research. It took a willingness to accept chances offered to me and knocking on 

some doors to get where one wanted to be. At times there was progress without 
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knowing precisely the goal. Crustaceans, amphibians, otters, birds, ants, more ants, 

snakes and rodents all somehow signalled to me that ecology must be my calling.  

One does not choose his family, which is true both biologically and academically. A 

good bit of fate has to do with both of these processes. What is certainly true, both 

will shape an individual world view. We adopt many of the fundamental views of our 

family, be it religion or tradition, or in science the prevailing world views, and the 

underlying assumptions that sit at its base.  

This dissertation aggregates my academic growth and metamorphoses.  For one, 

my search for a driving force for meaning was answered in the optimization research 

program (Mitchell and Valone 1990). Without a clear framework driving explanations, 

one finds himself having a hard time expressing his belief. The notion that evolution 

drives adaptation, and that adaptation therefore holds the secret to understanding 

evolution was a big step forward for me, and quite different than my earlier 

exposures to evolution and to ecology.  

As a self-proclaimed foodie, there is nothing greater than enjoying good meals. 

Graduate school, first under my MSc and then my doctorate brought two of my 

passions together: nature and food. Unfortunately, it was not I doing all of the eating, 

my subject matter was.  It was the introduction to giving up densities (GUDs) as a 

tool that opened my mind to the games of life and evolution. The study of habitat 

selection using foraging theory had shown me the potential of exploration through 

my own stomach (and its limitations), and the applications this method offers 

opportunity to study many species globally. The use of evolutionary game theory (in 
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spite of the math involved) opened my appetite for greater questions and drove 

home the ambition to research.   

My love of primary consumers coupled with my lack of a green thumb leads to a 

brown world.  These attributes also lead to a whole different chapter of this 

academic document, the common garden: the notion of bringing nature to the lab, as 

opposed to going out to nature to study its dynamics. Of course this loses much of 

the fun of field experiments (of which I am sure my career will still have a multitude) 

but gains the ability to control environmental factors and noise and to distil some of 

the basic laws that govern communities and populations.  

Throughout this introduction I will focus on meaningful events that brought me here 

to defend this document, while highlighting the important terms and ideas important 

to this work. As is the tradition of the field of ecology, it is heavy in jargon.  

 

B.  My Personal Journey to the Doctorate.  

“Climb the mountains and get their good tidings. Nature's peace will flow into you as 

sunshine flows into trees. The winds will blow their own freshness into you, and the 

storms their energy, while cares will drop away from you like the leaves of autumn.”  

― John Muir, Our National Parks 

This introduction, at least at its start allows me to add a bit of emotion into an otherwise 

pretty dry document. It allows me to add a touch of my personality as a person, and not 

as a researcher. Ecology, conservation and education have always been a part of my 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5297.John_Muir
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1732004
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life. From the tender years of elementary school, I ran in the open fields behind my 

childhood home in Jerusalem, climbing trees, eating wild plants, and making fortresses 

behind boulders. This included running after hyraxes, bringing home flea infested 

hedgehogs and displacing tortoises. When this small haven was threatened with 

development, I was out there replanting bulbs of endangered plants, and protesting the 

construction, to no avail.  

Later in middle school I was trained as a natural and national history guide, and took 

groups of younger students out to nature, to learn, appreciate and develop love for 

natural landscapes. In high school, inspired by the unsparing character of my hippie 

biology teacher, Hanoch Postalowski, I experienced my first research project in ecology: 

studying food webs in the vernal pool at Mamilla in an old cistern dated to the 3rd 

century BC. It was not the “robust” data set collected that mattered. What mattered was 

the experience of seeing the makings of an ecosystem, perked up by excited cries of 

the teacher of “Madre De Dios (mother of god), I am afraid of those monsters!” 

Having reached the Rochester Institute of Technology as an undergraduate, I chose to 

skip orientation and go hunting for queen snakes (Regina septemvittata) with my friend 

and colleague (then professor) Dr. Paul Shipman.  It took little prodding for me to get 

involved in many research projects, from river otter optimal foraging with Dr. Lei Lani 

Stelle, through Bird Banding and migration patterns of passerines with Dr. John Waud, 

to uses of Native American agricultural practices with Paul.  

The politics of environmental science which I was studying turned me away from that 

field pretty rapidly. I searched from early on for an escape route and found it in the offer 
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of Dr. Aaron Ellison and Dr. Gidi Ne’eman and REU funding by NSF that brought me 

first to Harvard Forest and then to the Mt. Meron field school, the University of Haifa, 

and then the Israeli National Zoological Collection at Tel Aviv University to study 

diversity of ants.  

Finishing my BSc during the economic depression of 2009 brought me back to Israel in 

search of an academic career. I followed Israel’s first Prime Minister, David Ben Gurion, 

and tried to make the desert bloom at the university holding his name.  Sede Boker was 

and will always be a fertile place to start an academic career. I cherish those years and 

think I could not have made a better choice. It offered a thriving academic community 

that lived on site, an ability to go to class right out of bed within a five minute walk, and 

access to research resources all within a short walk. In 2009 I took on the project which 

is represented in this document using the comfort of Sede Boker to grow to the point at 

which I had exploited all that the place had to offer.  Given the constraints of the place 

and the investments I had already put into the bureaucracy of the project, I asked Dr. 

Joel Brown to switch from a collaborator (and funding source) to being an advisor and 

take me on at UIC.  

UIC has allowed me to complete my doctorate while maintaining the same research 

program I was already pursuing. It also allowed me to benefit from a few more important 

resources not available at Ben Gurion University, primarily teaching experience.  

I have always enjoyed educating. I primarily see myself as a teacher, and to achieve my 

goals, I needed that experience. I also started guiding undergraduates in research. In 

this endeavor as well, I followed those who inspired me and showed me what an 
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educator in academia should offer his students. Research is crucial to academic 

education; it keeps us fresh, informed, and helps us train the next generations of 

researchers. Perhaps they, some of them, will change the world, and make it a better 

place.  

C. Forming a world view.  

“Let children walk with Nature, let them see the beautiful blendings and 

communions of death and life, their joyous inseparable unity, as taught in woods 

and meadows, plains and mountains and streams of our blessed star, and they 

will learn that death is stingless indeed, and as beautiful as life.”  

― John Muir, A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf 

More than just the way one looks at the world, a world view is the set of underlying 

assumptions one makes. In sense, it is what you take for granted, and don’t bother proving 

or disproving. In many ways, this is the problematic part of doing science, at least while you 

are still molding as a scientist. In a way, we learn to think critically; however, everyone you 

work with assumes you share the same values. It was not until the middle of my MSc that I 

was even exposed to the concept. It is my opinion the greatest adventure, and the Achilles 

heel of contemporary ecology is that we do not have a standard set of assumptions we can 

agree on.  One has got to go back to the philosophers of science to draw on the origin of 

this structure (Kuhn 1970). The older the science, the higher the likelihood of the less 

effective world views being rejected, and the ones with a better explanatory power to remain 

in our use (Lakatos 1978, Brown 2001).  

Today, I have adopted the world view of my advisors, not only because of the need for the 

research, but because I could relate to the assumption, primarily evolution by natural 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5297.John_Muir
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3042060
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selection and the fit of form and function (Mitchell and Valone 1990). Under these 

assumptions, I no longer was freely comfortable working in the world views of some of my 

prior advisors. Diversity alone no longer meant as much to me, for the function of each 

species matters to the ecological and evolutionary picture.  

D.  From Desert Rodents to Optimal Patch Use Theory  

 

“Everybody needs beauty as well as bread, places to play in and pray in, where 

nature may heal and give strength to body and soul.”  

― John Muir 

" אשר יבוא אליה מבחוץ בגזירת צורך , עשיר בחומר וברוח, ארץ ישראל תיבנה אך ורק בידי עם חרוץ

מודרניים ומוכן בכל כשהוא מצויד במכשירי המדע והטכניקה ה, היסטורי חיוני ליצור לעצמו מולדת

כאשר עשו , מחיר להפוך את השממה והחרבה לנווה פורח עמוס תנובה ועשיר תרבות ורב אוכלוסין

פרשת , דוד בן גוריון." ~המהגרים האנגלים בצפון אמריקה והמהגרים ההולנדים בדרום אפריקה

9191, דרכים  

The land of Israel will be built only by an industrious people, rich both materially and 

spiritually, that will come to it from afar, born by vital historical decree to create itself 

a homeland, equipped with modern science and technique and ready, at all costs to 

turn the desolation (desert) and ruin to an oasis, flowering, burdened with produce 

and rich in culture and populace, as did the settlers of England in America of the North, 

and the Dutch in South Africa.  

- David Ben Gurion, Crossroads, 1915 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5297.John_Muir
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The desert is alive with living things that have evolved to thrive in the barren 

landscapes. David Ben Gurion, trying to lead secularly, as did great religious leaders 

of legend and history, believed in the birth of a nation, enabled by the tough conditions 

of the desert. It is interesting to compare the things he accomplished with the Dutch 

and European spread through South Africa and the irrigation projects giving identity 

to Joseph Smith and the Mormon Church in North America.  In his dream of turning 

the desolation into an oasis of production, the desert in Israel has become a center 

for learning and science. The desert has not so much been physically conquered, but 

anthropogenically transformed.  

The harsh environment has always drawn researchers to the desert to seek simple 

answers to complex questions. Teasing apart answers from more complex 

environments seems much harder than doing it in the seemingly simple deserts. As 

such, the amount of knowledge that has been collected on desert rodents (my test 

system) is great.  

Perhaps the oldest reports of studies on desert rodents and rodent communities actually 

comes from the field of archeology where there is extensive evidence of these species 

as pests related to domestication (Crawford 1863). In the late 19th century, a large 

inventory of desert species was being compiled in North America (Coues 1867) and in 

Australia (Sclater 1894), studies on different continents providing natural history and 

taxonomic classifications partially based on fossil records (Cope 1883) . In early 

research the focus lay in understanding the mechanisms of survival of mammals in arid 

lands in the absence of surface water (Anthony 1893). The underlying foundations of 

desert rodents as part of a community started only in the mid-20th century. 
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The initial desert rodent work establishing it as a model system started with the work of 

Michael L. Rosenzweig and Jim Brown in the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts and in the 

work of Dr. Zvika Abramsky in the Negev Desert. The literature provides a background 

that begins with assessing matters of diversity of the systems (Rosenzweig and 

Winakur 1969, Chew and Eastlake Chew 1970, Abramsky and Rosenzweig 1984, 

Kenagy and Bartholomew 1985), assessing population dynamics in the rodent species 

(Rosenzweig and Sterner 1970, Zeng and Brown 1987, Brown and Zeng 1989), and 

resource use (Lockard and Lockard 1971, Brown et al. 1972, 1975, Kenagy 1976, 

Lockard 1978, Price and Brown 1983). A foundation for  the study of the desert rodent 

systems included measurements of inter-specific competition (Davidson et al. 1980, 

Inouye et al. 1980, Bowers and Brown 1992), sometimes in the specific forms of 

isoclines (Rosenzweig 1973a) and isodar calculations (Morris 1989). Examples of these 

works can be seen in both single and multi-species studies primarily in gerbils 

(Abramsky et al. 1991, 1992, 1994, 1997).  

The competition between rodent species expanded into the study of habitat selection 

(Rosenzweig 1973b, Munger and Brown 1980, Bowers and Brown 1982, 1992, Brown 

and Rosenzweig 1986, Brown et al. 1988, 2002, Kotler and Brown 1988, Abramsky et 

al. 1990, 1991), foraging preferences (Davidson et al. 1982, Brown and Munger 1985, 

Mitchell et al. 1990, Randall 1993) , and predation risk avoidance (Kotler 1984, Brown et 

al. 1988, 1997, Kotler et al. 1988, Daly et al. 1992, Bouskila 1995, Upham and Hafner 

2013). Of these experiments was born the notion of measuring habitat variables using 

foraging and the application of optimal patch use theory (Brown 1988). The idea of 

patch use as a behavioral indicator provided the development of the giving up density 
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(GUD) as a measurement of both habitat preference (Kotler et al. 1993a, 1998, Jones 

and Dayan 2000, Vijayan et al. 2007, China et al. 2008) and risk of predation in the 

environment (Kotler et al. 1991, 1992, 2010, Brown et al. 1994a, Brown and Kotler 

2004, Mukherjee et al. 2009, St. Juliana et al. 2011, Raveh et al. 2011, Embar et al. 

2011).   Using the combined sand tracking and RFID tags sensed by readers, the 

interactions between competing rodents species can be observed (Kotler and Brown 

1990, Kotler et al. 1993a, b). With so much background information about these 

systems it is no wonder that testing the convergence between the Mojave Desert and 

Negev Desert systems is bound to be of interest. In particular, I am interested in the 

behavioral responses of heteromyid and Gerbeline rodents to their familiar snake 

predator and to a convergent but otherwise novel snake predator.  

E. Convergent evolution  

 

“Between every two pines is a doorway to a new world.”  

― John Muir 

In the last subsection I discussed the history of research on desert rodents and how the 

main focus of the research has been on the Mojave Desert, the Sonoran Desert, and 

the Negev Desert (with some work done in the Simpson Desert complimenting the work 

in the Northern Hemisphere). The comparisons regularly draw attention to examples of 

convergent evolution in both rodents and their predators. In this subsection I wish to 

define convergence as relevant from three separate yet intertwined perspectives: 

historic evolution of species, system function (including community structure) and 

species fit of form and function.  

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5297.John_Muir
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On the evolutionary scale, convergence refers to the process by which species 

belonging to different taxa, evolving in similar (or the same) environments develop 

similar adaptations and appearances.  A striking example of such convergence are 

marine mammals and sharks (Freeman 2002). This example shows how in shape, food, 

and locomotion these taxa resemble each other.  Much research was conducted on 

sharks in terms of convergent evolution both between sharks and between sharks and 

other phyla. Some examples include locomotion patterns in bouts, energetic bursts,  

convergent to that of swimming mammals and flight bouts in birds (Gleiss et al. 2011), 

suspension mechanisms converging towards feeding patterns in filter feeding sharks 

and fish (Friedman 2012), and convergent nasal sensory organs between shark species 

(Bell 1993).  

Classically, the term convergence has been used to describe similar patterns evolving 

multiple times, or analogous structures in separate taxa. Here too, the shark/dolphin 

example is pertinent. It compares these species physical form to the ichthyosaur, now a 

historical convergence of three clades, mammals, fish and reptiles. Another example of 

such convergence is the evolution of flight as seen in birds, bats and pterosaurs where 

the same patterns of bones are clearly seen as the structure of the wing (Romanes 

1895). Another context in which the evolutionary term of convergence is used is to 

depict a trait that evolved separately in different taxa. In this context, one would say that 

birds and flying insects are convergent on the trait of flying, as they both adapted a use 

of aerial locomotion using wings, even though the structures are derived of very 

different body parts.   
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Another perspective or application of convergence concerns different taxa converging 

and evolving to fill the same ecological niche.  Using this approach, the resource is the 

driver of a species’ evolution towards becoming an optimal consumer of that resource. 

Each resource may result in multiple peaks, multiple species, that harvest the same 

resource usually the result of homologues evolution (Vincent and Brown 2005) as would 

the example of fox and grey squirrels each diverging to different adaptive peaks.  

When similar environments create similar resource niches, species from different 

environments will converge to the same theoretical peak, thus looking and behaving 

similarly. There are many examples for this, particularly in isolated environments and 

islands. For example the rakali, the giant water rat (Hydromys chrysogaster), in 

Australia is filling the same niche as a river otter from the Northern Hemisphere. The 

giant mole rat (Tachyoryctes macrocephalus) in the mountains of Ethiopia is convergent 

on marmots of the mountain chains in North America, Europe and Asia. Based on the 

same model, the family Corvidae is convergent on squirrels (Sciurudae) as well, as 

many species harvest the same food source, nuts, and show caching (hording) behavior 

.   

On the level of ecosystems, convergence refers to a similarity of both climate and  

community structure (Mooney 1977).  Mooney highlights   the convergence of 

Mediterranean systems in Chile and California with plant communities and 

characteristics of the Mediterranean ecosystems of Europe, North Africa and the Middle 

East. Climatically, these systems all share long dry summers, short wet seasons in 

winter (rarely freezing) and short transition periods between the two. The vegetation 
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communities in these systems include scrub oaks of different species, and annual 

plants providing food for browsers.  

In the case of the Mojave and Negev systems the dunes provide an example of 

convergence, as both provide the highest productivity system in their relative regions 

(Hadley and Szarek 1981). Dunes hold water and provide a regular turnover of sand, 

thus revealing the seed bank and providing food to sustain a large community of 

species.  In both the systems, granivorous rodents feed on the seed bank and feed an 

array of predators. Owls hunt the rodents aerially, foxes hunt them by terrestrial pursuit 

and digging up their burrows, and sidewinding vipers ambush them under vegetation 

clumps.  

The convergence of these dune systems is apparent down to the species level.  The 

granivorous rodents have a multitude of adaptations for the dune environment. Both 

gerbils and heteromyids have large foot pads that expand the surface area of their feet 

to prevent sinking in the sand. The feet are covered in fine hairs that prevent sinking by 

increasing the surface area. Many of the species evolved bipedal locomotion that further 

lowers the drag of locomotion in sand (Snyder 1952, Jayne and Irschick 2000). Both 

gerbils and heteromyids cache grain for periods of shortage and draught. Even some of 

the microhabitat choices and mechanisms of coexistence made by the rodents on both 

continents have been shown to converge (Smigel and Rosenzweig 1974, Lemen and 

Rosenzweig 1978, Kotler et al. 1993a).  

The vipers of the two dune systems are also highly convergent as is suggested in their 

scientific names. In the Negev Desert the main viper that ambushes the rodents is the 
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Saharan horned viper (Cerastes cerastes), and in the Mojave Desert it is the sidewinder 

rattlesnake (Crotalus cerastes). Both of these vipers side wind, a form of locomotion 

that is best suited for movement in sandy habitats, expanding the surface area in the 

centre of the body. “Forward locomotion is generated by propagating flexural waves 

along the length of the animal's body. Forces generated between the animal and 

surrounding environment lead to a generation of alternating sideways forces that act to 

move the animal forward”(Guo and Mahadevan 2008). Both vipers range in coloration 

from pink-brown to yellow-brown, both have a modified scale forming a shape of a horn 

above the eye, and both average at approximately 60cm in length (Ori 2000, Anderson 

2011).  

This dissertation is focused on testing for the convergence in the systems, particularly 

from the perspective of behavior  of the rodent populations. Given the very similar 

vipers, I am testing the way the rodent species perceive the risk from each of these 

vipers in a common garden experiment set-up. The interesting question that this 

comparison outlines is whether viper evasion strategies, of the species coexisting in the 

same system, would prove to be more similar than that of species of the convergent 

systems. To answer this I looked at both responses to environmental factors relating to 

the vipers, interactions with the vipers when caged and a spatial analysis in the 

presence of these vipers.  

 

F. Constraint Breaking Adaptations:  
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“God has to nearly kill us sometimes, to teach us lessons.”  

― John Muir 

Retrospectively, studying evolution reveals steps in which a species community is 

replaced by species that held evolutionary tools making then more adapted for the 

environment at the time. Examples of this phenomenon on the large scale can be seen 

in each of the mass extinction events in the earth’s history (Miller and Sepkoski 1988). 

The first is found in the Crustaceous-Tertiary mass extinction where the strategy of 

being a mammal clearly out-survived the reptilian life forms of the time.  Scaling down to 

a local extinction, or extirpation, we can see that when two species come into 

competition with each other over the same resource, the species that can extract it 

more efficiently (cost of extraction over the benefits of the resource)  will out survive the 

competing species (Rosenzweig and Mccord 1991). Rosenzweig and Mccord describe 

this process as a stochastic broom, where the more efficient species is less likely to be 

selected against in catastrophic events.  Once the species holding the evolutionarily 

advanced tool remains alone, a constraint breaking adaptation, it undergoes a 

sympatric speciation, and radiates to fill the empty evolutionary niches.    

How does such a scenario arise?  There are three main pathways to a novel 

competition scenario. The first would be a mutation in a population leading to sympatric 

speciation, and competition between the old and new form of the same organism. 

Second, there would be range expansion of a species to interact with new species. 

Under this category one can add an exception of allopatric speciation, where the barrier 

was illuminated, at times forming hybrid forms of the species as seen in the case study 

of the northern flicker(Moore 1977, Moore and Buchanan 1985, Moore and Koenig 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5297.John_Muir
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1986). The third and most relevant scenario to this dissertation is an invasion of an alien 

species from another environment.  

This phenomenon is not usually seen as it is in the process of happening because it 

eventually leads to extinction, and very few species that have gone extinct are found in 

the fossil record. Perhaps the last of the recorded instances is the last of the turtle 

species that could not retract their head for protection within the shell on the New 

Caledonian islands of Lord Howe and Walpole.  This turtle went extinct after a release 

of newer clades of turtles were introduced by European settlers (Martin and Klein 1984).  

In this dissertation, I chose to actively test whether species that seem to have a 

constraint breaking adaptation actually do better than competitors from a similar system. 

I compared the two species of vipers, the sidewinder rattlesnake, Crotalus cerastes and 

its convergent species of an older lineage, the Saharan horned viper (Cerastes 

cerastes). In this comparison, the sidewinders belong to a clade of vipers, pit-vipers that 

have heat sensing pits allowing them to be active in nights where illumination is limited. 

The heat sensing pits also provide for a more accurate striking ability. The image of the 

prey in infra-red allows for a clear revealing of the most vulnerable (heat sink) body 

parts such as the head and abdomen. To test this I measured the fear that these 

species inflict on their prey populations in both illuminated and dark conditions, and 

counted the number of successfully hunted prey during my experiments. Results of this 

part of the experiment was inconsistent, showing that the heat sensing pit alone does 

not necessarily give the pit vipers an advantage and does not make them a threat for 

incumbent replacement to the old world pit-less vipers.   
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Similar to the vipers, the rodents of North America have a perceived constraint breaking 

adaptation over their Middle Eastern convergent species. The family Heteromyidae are 

decedents of lineage of rodents (Heteromis) that have fur lined cheek pouches (Wood 

1931, Alexander and Riddle 2005, Durst and Roth 2012). These cheek pouches should 

give an advantage to granivorous rodents, as they can collect more food per bout of 

foraging, significantly lowering the time they are exposed to risk while foraging.  To 

compare the gerbils of the Negev to the heteromyids of the Mojave I compared the 

giving-up densities (GUDs) (chapters 2, 3 and 4), a measure of relative risk in the 

environment (Brown 1988), the spatial distribution of foraging (chapter 5) and the 

harvesting rates (subject to separate publication) in relation to environments in which 

are under risk of multiple predation managements. Similar to the viper experiment the 

rodent comparison showed conflicting results as well. In the heteromyids, kangaroo rats 

showed great efficiency in managing predation risk; however, pocket mice showed utter 

avoidance of risk, and thus paid an energetic cost in terms of food left behind for the 

competitors. The Gerbeline rodents averaged out in between the heteromyid rodent 

species. This suggests that gerbils may be subject to incumbent replacement in case of 

an invasion of kangaroo rats; however, pocket mice are subject to replacement by the 

gerbils. This counters our predictions of gerbils being inferior because they lack cheek 

pouches. Perhaps direct competitions of the heteromyids and the gerbils will reveal 

more than this dissertation does on the front of the rodent constraint breaking 

adaptations.  
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G. Common garden Experiments – history of the vivarium experiments 

 

“The world is big and I want to have a good look at it before it gets dark.”  

― John Muir 

 

Common garden experiments, also known as transplant experiment are designs in 

which a species or group of species are relocated from their native environment into a 

novel environment and community of species to study a specific attribute they have. 

This experimental design, as suggested by its name, originated in plant sciences and 

gained popularity in the 1980’s. Originally it was used to test genetic attributes of 

populations of the species acquired based on the environment in which they originated 

(Gallagher et al. 1988, Cipollini 2002, Mercer et al. 2011, Schechter and Bruns 2013, 

Busby et al. 2013) and to study invasion strategies (Blumenthal and Hufbauer 2007, 

Schlaepfer et al. 2010), sexual traits (Pendleton et al. 1992, Cox et al. 2006), chemical 

defences of plants (Cipollini 2002) and adaptability to climatic changes (Reich et al. 

1996, Campbell and Wendlandt 2013, Patsias and Bruelheide 2013).  

With the gain of popularity and the advantages of hypothesis testing, this design 

provided experiments with other taxa that were conducted starting in the early 2000’s. 

The first experiments I was able to locate were done with passerines studying migratory 

behavior  (Broggi et al. 2005), activity patterns (Wikelski et al. 2003), parental behavior 

s (Robinson et al. 2008), cognitive learning abilities (Roth et al. 2010, 2011) and in 

herpes adaptations to climatic conditions prevalent in common garden experiments 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5297.John_Muir
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(Perry et al. 2000, Gibbs and Sterling 2004, Cox et al. 2006, Lutterschmidt and Mason 

2008). In fish the main focus experiment was conducted on introduced guppies’ 

behavior  in Trinidad  (Magurran et al. 1992). 

Behavior al ecology manipulative studies have for decades created in fact garden 

experiments by transplanting wild animals into test arenas designed at testing the 

response of the populations to a set of environmental conditions, such as lighting (Dice 

1945, Scharf et al. 2008, Kotler et al. 2010), cover (Thompson 1982a, Jones and Dayan 

2000, Jacob and Brown 2000, Embar et al. 2011), shade, water availability (Kotler et al. 

1998, Vander Wall 1998, Hochman and Kotler 2006, M. Shrader et al. 2008). These 

studies have also created in-fact garden experiments by testing their ability to respond 

to community interactions such as predation risk (Brown et al. 1988, Kotler et al. 1991, 

Abramsky et al. 1997, Olsson et al. 2002, Morris 2009, Berger-Tal et al. 2009, 2010, St. 

Juliana et al. 2011, Raveh et al. 2011) and competition (Smigel and Rosenzweig 1974, 

Schroder and Rosenzweig 1975, Davidson et al. 1980, Munger and Brown 1980, 

Abramsky et al. 1990, Bowers and Brown 1992, Brown et al. 1997, Vijayan et al. 2012). 

In practice, many common garden experiments are being run worldwide, undocumented 

and uncontrolled, in the form of biological invasions. Any biological invasion, in a sense 

is a common garden experiment. If we were to study the response and adaptations that 

an invasive species experiences in the novel environment and the community response 

to that species and compare it to native habitat of the species, we would find similar 

types of information. In this dissertation I focused on cross exposing communities from 

the Mojave and Negev deserts, and compared a simulated invasion by a viper species 

to each. These four common garden experiments (chapters 2, 3 and 4) should in fact 
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simulate an initial point of invasion of these systems, and allow the readers to 

understand how a community responds, and whether there are trends that can be 

observed in the invasion of a predator.  

H. Addendum  

 

1. On ecology and fear: 

Fear may be defined as a combination of strategic and instinctive responses to cues of 

predation risk. Fear that is instinctive in nature, a series of neurological pulses 

transmitted within the brain predominantly between the amygdala and the hippocampus 

resulting in immediate physical and physiological responses should be defined as 

impulsive fear. However fear that is learned in essence, a compilation of assessments 

of risk on multiple scales from an interaction of individuals to selective forces over 

generations that associate habitat types and environmental conditions with increase in 

risk, should be defined as ecological (or strategic) risk. This type of fear is managed 

neurologically, predominantly within the cerebral cortex which relays pulses to the 

amygdala to govern behavior al changes.      
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II. CONVERGENT DESERT RODENTS DIVERGE ON VIPER EVASION 

STRATEGIES 

2.1 Abstract 

Evolving in a community with predators of high lethal precision forces prey species to 

evolve extreme adaptations, be they behavioral or morphological. We conducted a 

cross-continental experiment between communities of the Mojave and Negev desert 

dunes modeling an invasion of a predator. Convergent prey populations were exposed 

to viper predators from the opposite dune system and perceived predation risk was 

measured using foraging theory. The Mojave Desert species, Dipodomys merriami and 

Cheatodipus penicillatus, have a constraint-breaking adaptation over their convergent 

counterparts in the Negev, Gerbillus pyramidum and Gerbillus andersoni allenbyi, in the 

form of fur lined cheek pouches. The vipers of the Mojave, Crotalus cerastes, possess 

heat sensing pits allowing for activity in dark nights and higher precision attacks, while 

the vipers of the Negev, Cerastes cerastes, do not. In an interview chamber, 

comparatively measuring the response of the rodents to the vipers all rodents feared the 

viper with whom they share and evolutionary history more than the novel viper. All 

species feared the heat sensing, pit-viper, more than the horned viper after two month 

of exposure. The Mojave heteromyid rodents diverged in behavior where the smaller, 

pocket mice, employed a risk evasion strategy and the larger kangaroo rats, took risk, in 

lieu of avoidance, likely using their bi-pedal agility as means to escape predation.   
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2.2 Introduction 

 

Deserts, and desert rodents in particular, have provided a model system for studying 

parallel and convergent evolution (Kotler 1984, Brown 1989a).  Deserts around the 

world provide independent natural laboratories of adaptation, ecology and evolution. 

Environmental conditions force the evolutionary processes in a manner that results in 

similar adaptations in species filling similar ecological roles. Not only do species 

converge evolutionarily, communities do too. A good example of this can be studied in 

desert dunes of the Mojave Desert and of Negev desert. In both those systems we find 

an array of seed bearing plants that drop their seeds into the sand, creating a seed 

bank. In both systems a variety of rodent species, of varying bipedal capabilities feed on 

these seeds (Reichman and Oberstein 1977, Davidson et al. 1982).  And in both 

systems, a sidewinding, medium sized, viper feeds on the rodents.  

The Mojave and Negev deserts of North America and the Middle East, respectively, 

possess rodents with similar ecologies (Kotler and Brown 1988, Brown 1989a, Brown et 

al. 1994a, b).  These rodents are nocturnal seed-eating and seed caching. However, the 

heteromyid rodents of the Mojave have a constraint breaking adaptation over their 

convergent counterparts in the Negev, the Gerbeline rodents. A constraint breaking 

adaptation is a game changing evolutionary adaptation, rendering the holder more fit 

that the species that does not in a situation of direct competition. These traits likely 

provide the baseline for replacement when the weaker competitor goes extinct 

(Rosenzweig and Mccord 1991). 
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The heteromyid rodents have external fur lined cheek pouches that allow the rodents to 

store large quantities of food, before having to return to a burrow to safely cache the 

food. Another advantage of the pouches is that the food they collect remains dry and 

therefore in good condition for storage.  The Gerbeline rodents hold the grain in their 

oral cavities, needing more foraging bouts, to collect the same quantity of grain, which 

increases the time they spend in exposure to risk of predation.   

Similar to the rodents, Sidewinder rattlesnakes (Crotalus cerastes) from North America 

and Saharan horned vipers (Cerastes cerastes) from the Middle East provide a textbook 

example of convergence (Vincent and Brown 2005).  Despite being separated by 18 

million years from their most recent common ancestor (Yokoyama et al. 2011) each has 

evolved the same locomotion method, similar coloration patterns, and a similar 

adaptation of scales over the eye ridge, protruding as horns. However, the North 

American species, the sidewinder, belongs to the evolutionary lineage of pit vipers, a 

lineage that evolved infra-red heat sensing pits. The pit vipers provide another example 

of a constraint breaking adaptation. The heat sensing pits not only allow the sidewinder 

to be active on nights with no moon light, a limitation of the horned vipers, they also 

enable a more precise strike to their prey, in vulnerable locations that are typically 

warmer, and by that reduce the risk of injury during attack.    

Here, we report on a cross-continental comparison for how two species of Mojave 

Desert rodents and two species of Negev Desert rodents respond to their evolutionarily 

and ecologically familiar snake versus their unfamiliar snake. This comparison allowed 

us to question multiple factors both in evolutionary ideas of convergence and the role of 

novel adaptations as means of perseverance of invasive species in the field of 
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conservation. Evolutionarily, we were asking whether these species that seem 

convergent in ecological roles and looks, actually converge in behavioral terms as well.  

Divergence in behavioral traits, would be a reflection of a historically divergent 

evolutionary path selecting different traits for each family. This would suggest the 

systems are not as convergent as they seem.  From a conservation approach, we are 

testing whether the novel traits give an advantage to the North American species, and 

would suggest an incumbent replacement upon invasion (Pintor et al. 2011). If  having 

these traits show an energetic advantage, we could maintain that having constraint-

breaking adaptations make you a “red light” invader, a species of likely invasive 

potential and a large impact on the invaded system.   

This study assessed these questions using a four way comparison of two species from 

each of the deserts (Negev and Mojave), both well-studied model systems that are 

convergent on each other, have similar organism composition and environmental 

factors. We compared two medium sized rodents: The greater Egyptian gerbil (Gerbillus 

pyramidum) (GP) from the Negev Desert and Merriam’s kangaroo rat (Dipodomys 

merriami) (DM) from the Mojave. Both these species are the dominant competitors 

within their system, and they push away from the migrating dunes (the better habitat) a 

smaller competitor. Allenby’s gerbils (Gerbillus andersoni allebyi) (GA) and the desert 

pocket mice (Cheatodipus penicillatus) (CP) are pushed by the competition into the 

stabilized sandy habitats on the outskirts of the dunes, a less valuable habitat as the 

seed bank remains buried and does not turn over regularly (Kotler et al. 1993b).  

We used an interview approach to measure the perceptions of each rodent species to 

the two snake species pre and post exposure. We assessed the response of each 
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species to the viper it evolved with and the novel viper from the convergent system. At 

first encounter, we assessed the perceived risk that each viper posed to the 

communities of rodents, measured using a variable derived from a game theoretic 

model called a Giving Up Density (GUD). The basic assumptions tested by this model is 

that a forager will stop foraging at a patch with a lower density of food when it feels safe 

and a higher density when under risk (Brown 1988). GUDs are regularly used in 

ecological context to assess perceived risk of predation by foragers (Ylönen et al. 2002, 

Schmidt and Ostfeld 2003, Pastro and Banks 2006, Kirmani et al. 2010, Bedoya-Perez 

et al. 2013). This allowed us to understand how the communities of prey species 

responds at first encounter to the invasion of a predator. We used systems that 

highlighted the differences between the vipers, dark conditions gave an advantage to 

the side winder rattle snakes, who are pit vipers, using infra-red heat sensing organs 

(Pappas et al. 2004, Geng et al. 2011) 

The interview chambers consisted of three pronged “Y” mazes, where the treatment 

ends of the maze open to a foraging room. Each room of the systems was equipped 

with a 3 liter sand tray seeded with 1.5 grams of millet (the foraging substance). At the 

entrance to each room the rodents walked over a cage either containing a viper or 

empty (for the control). The entire room in which the systems where housed was 

darkened and the systems are dark as well imitating conditions of a new moon, where 

the heat sensing pits give advantage to the pit vipers.  Each rodent was allowed to 

forage for two hours in the systems on two different nights. We predicted that all species 

at first encounter should fear their known predators more than the novel predators 
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(higher GUDs at the horned viper for gerbils and higher GUDs for pit vipers in the 

heteromyid rodents (kangaroo rats and pocket mice). 

Following the pre-exposure interview, the populations were moved into a semi-natural 

arena where they underwent an acclimation experiment with actual risk of predation 

from both vipers and other shared predators. After two months in the arena the 

remaining individuals were re-interviewed, where the post exposure interviews reflects 

an adjusted, to actual predation threat, population response. Assuming the species 

learnt to rank the pit viper as a greater risk, all four species should have had higher 

GUDs for the sidewinder at the post exposure run. However, the level of risk assessed 

by each species was expecte4d to vary. We expected the GUDs to increase for the 

sidewinder rattlesnake treatment (novel predator) in both gerbil species to at least the 

levels of known horned viper. If the heteromyids recognized the horned viper as a lesser 

threat than the known sidewinder rattlesnake, the GUDs should decrease for the novel 

horned viper at the post exposure interviews.  

The goal of this experiment was to weigh the change in perceived risk of predation 

posed by each of the species of predators with actual exposure in a common garden 

experiment. We tested the prey species’ behavioral tools to handle viper predators, and 

also use our interviews to understand the decision making process of the rodents. 

Therefore, we strengthened the findings of optimal patch use theory by comparing the 

proportion of seed handled at the tray (EAT—Eat At Trey) over seed removed for 

caching in safety (GAG--Grab And Go). These values were calculated based on the 

amount of millet husks collected from each patch where EAT (Millet (g)) = 6.3869* 

Husks (g) (regression of rodent handled millet to husks, R2 of 0.82). A natural log 
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normalization of this variable, gives another insight to the perceived risk posed by 

vipers, as the rodent will handle more seed in the tray when feeling safe, and remove 

more to cover when under high perceived risk. Smaller values of LN (EAT/GAG) reflect 

heightened risk alertness and therefore opposite trends to the GUDs for the same 

trends. A positive value suggest an increase on time spent in the presence of snake 

while a negative a decrease. This interpretation can be used in inter species 

comparison, however we are lacking information on husking rates for intra species 

comparison. A changed relative perception of risk posed by each viper would suggest a 

reorganization in community interactions. 

2.3 Results 

Two general linear models (GLM) were run on the data collected for all four rodent 

species. A model, using GUDs as the dependent variable with species, interview 

sequences (pre-post exposure) and viper treatment as independent variable, revealed 

that there is significance to the way by which each of the four rodent species responds 

to the treatments (P-Value of 0.006). Given that the control treatment was significantly 

different from the viper treatments in all species, we ran a model with a dependent 

variable of averages by individual rodent, corrected to a natural log of the ratio of the 

control and each viper treatments’ GUDs.  This revealed that for all species as one goes 

from pre to post exposure the rodents became relatively more fearful of the pit viper (P-

value of 0.04 for interaction of viper and interview sequence).  

Both models revealed that desert pocket mice (CP) are the most fearful vipers and 

kangaroo rats the least fearful. Both gerbil species (GA and GP) were less 

apprehensive than the pocket mice and more so than the kangaroo rats. A constant of 
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0.11 for the model corrected to the ratio of control to viper tells us that all species feared 

snakes before and after exposure.  

Using GLMs per species individually to assess the trends in the behavior change we 

found that both gerbil species (GA and GP), increased the GUD in contact with pit 

vipers (their novel predators) after exposure.  Their response to their known predator 

(horned viper) remained the same with a slight decrease. The desert pocket mice (CP) 

(Figure 2.1) responded with no change to all treatments past the acclimation period. Of 

the four species, Merriam’s kangaroo rats responded to exposure to the novel predator 

in a most dramatic change. The kangaroo rats avoided their known predator, the pit 

viper, before and after exposure (Figure 2.1), but assessed the novel predator, the 

horned viper as lower danger at first encounter but as even less a threat after with a P-

value of 0.052 for the post hoc test of honestly significant Tukey test. A model run on 

the ratio of seeds handled in the patch over seeds cached in safety (Figure 2.2) was run 

species specifically to strengthen the explanatory power of the change in perception of 

risk posed by the vipers.  
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Figure 2. 1 Perception of risk of two heteromyid rodents from the Mojave Desert (red 
frame) and two Gerbeline rodents from the Negev Desert (blue frames) to viper species 
from each of the desert systems. The gray backgrounds mark the novel predator for 
each of the rodents. The perception of risk was measured using GUDs, foraging 
governed by predation risk, at first encounter with the vipers and after two month 
exposure under actual risk of predation. Error bars reflect LS standard error. All values 
are significantly different from the control (omitted). The dark bars represent the pre-
exposure interviews, while the light colored bars represent the post-exposure 
interviews.  
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Figure 2. 2 Perception of risk of two heteromyid rodents from the Mojave Desert (red 
frame) and two Gerbeline rodents from the Negev Desert (blue frames) to viper species 
from each of the desert systems. The gray backgrounds mark the novel predator for 
each of the rodents. The perception of risk was measured using the ratio of grain 
handled in direct contact with viper (EAT), calculated from seed husks, over the mass of 
grain removed to safety (GAG). A positive value suggest safety while a negative value 
suggests strong avoidance. The measurement was repeated at first encounter with the 
vipers and after two month exposure under actual risk of predation. (This figure 
represents important trends, but the statistics are not significant).   The dark bars 
represent the pre-exposure interviews, while the light colored bars represent the post-
exposure interviews.  
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2.4 Discussion 

 

During the pre-exposure interviews all rodents feared their known viper more than the 

novel (the light background graphs in both figures 2.1 and 2.2).The Gerbeline species 

were willing to take more risk investigating the new viper, while the heteromyids 

preferred to avoid both species. During the post-exposure interviews, all rodents 

perceived the pit viper as a greater threat than the horned viper.  

The results generated trends that are parallel to all four species of rodents. All four 

species feared both viper species over the control treatment. The rodent populations all 

ranked the Mojave Desert sidewinder rattlesnake (pit viper) as a higher risk than the 

Saharan horned viper after the two month exposure. This result suggests that the 

rodents are aware of the difference between the vipers, and agree with our prediction 

that the heat sensing pits, as a constraint breaking adaptation, make the sidewinder 

rattlesnake a greater threat in the dark conditions of the interview chambers. It does not 

however mean that in the field they would have an actual advantage over the horned 

viper, as our observations in the exposure period reveal (Chapters 3-5). Post exposure 

all four rodents showed a reduction in perceived risk from the horned viper (Figure 2.1), 

even if slight in some of the species.  

These experiments showed a number of key differences between the species. The first 

relating the inter-continental comparison between heteromyids and Gerbillines. Both the 

kangaroo rats (DM) and the pocket mice (CP) avoided the sidewinder at all costs (non-

foraged trays) resulting in higher GUDs than that of the Gerbillines (Figure 2.1). This 

suggests that the shared evolution of the rodents with the pit-vipers shows these 
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species comprehend the true risk that these viper pose. Both Gerbillines, with a 

behavioral trends almost identical to each other (Figure 2.1), showed increase in risk 

perception from these snakes, however the signal was not as prominent as in the North 

American counterparts.  

The response to the Saharan horned viper, revealed the dichotomy within the 

heteromyids. Post exposure they still respond in more extreme ways to the vipers than 

the Gerbillines, they sandwich them from both ends, one taking more risk with the vipers 

(DM), and one refusing to forage in their presence (CP) (Figure 2.1). Herein lays the 

clue to the adaptive radiation that split pocket mice from kangaroo rats some 20 million 

years ago (Alexander and Riddle 2005). The kangaroo rats obtained the morphological 

adaptation to handling vipers, (and other predators) by the evolution of strong bi-pedal 

agility allowing them to jump in a 360 degree radius, and out of reach of the predators. 

The bi-pedal ability also allowed for other adaptations for evading predation by vipers, 

foot drumming (in other species of kangaroo rat) and vigorous kicking of sand in the 

face of the viper (Randall 1993, Bouskila 2010) a behavior present in DM.  With such an 

ability, the blind horned viper, does not pose a great risk them, this is manifested in a 

greater proportion of food handled in the presence of the viper than cached in safety 

(Figure 2.2 with positive LN transformed ratios).  

The Pocket mice, bi-pedally challenged, cannot jump backwards, and are therefore at 

higher risk of predation from any viper. This manifested itself by very high GUDs (Figure 

2.1) and a preference to cache food over handling it under risk (negative LN 

transformed ratio (Figure 2.2). A caveat in our data relating to the difference between 

vipers in the response of DM is due mentioning, from data collected in the exposure 
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period, we find that this population does not respond with higher GUDs in the area 

where the pit vipers roam (Chapters 4-6), we explain the high GUD in the interview 

chambers due to the inability to jump freely within the systems. This caveat does not 

change signal of the results, showing that the kangaroo rats feared the pit vipers, and 

not the horned vipers, as they were willing to take the risk with those vipers.       

The four rodent species we were studying diverged intercontinentally, in viper evasion 

strategy, despite their evolutionary and ecological convergence. The Mojave Desert 

rodents diverged intracontinentally as well where kangaroo rats took risk, and pocket 

mice avoided it.  The patterns suggest that the coevolution with the more lethal viper 

posed a greater selective force on the rodents, pushing them to fix the behavioral 

differences between them. The coexistence between the Gerbeline species manifests 

itself more in spatial and temporal difference (Kotler et al. 1993b), and less in predator 

evasion strategies as in the heteromyids.   

This experiment fit our predictions regarding constraint breaking adaptations of the pit-

vipers. The results show that the heat sensing vipers are perceived as riskier, and that 

the behavioral change that prey population will undergo in case of an invasion by a 

snake with such tools, will be rapid. With the rodents, our predictions were challenged, 

showing that the real constraint breaking adaptation was bi-pedal agility and not the fur 

lined cheek pouches of the heteromyids. 

The perception of risk that vipers pose declined in trend with the bipedal agility, making 

the kangaroo rat’s predator evasion strategy the most fit, and making this family a likely 

species to become established as an invasive in case it is introduced to a system, as it 
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has in the past (Long 2003a). In conclusion, the evolution with lethal predators causes 

more extreme adaptations, morphological and behavioral, and as such is likely to 

generate species of greater risk of becoming invasive.  
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III. NOVEL PREDATOR RECOGNITION BY GERBILLUS 

ANDERSONI ALLENBYI: DO GERBILS LEARN TO RESPOND 

TO A SNAKE THAT CAN “SEE IN THE DARK”?  

Abstract 

Unlike desert rodents from North America, Allenby’s gerbils (Gerbillus andersoni 

allenbyi) from the Negev Desert of Israel have evolved with vipers that do not have heat-

sensitive sensory pits that enhance night vision.  Does this history affect their ability to assess 

and respond to a snake that does?  To examine this, we exposed gerbils to risk of predation from 

the Saharan horned viper (Cerastes cerastes), and the sidewinder rattlesnake (Crotalus cerastes).  

The former snake lacks sensory pits and shares a common evolutionary history with the gerbil, 

the latter snake while convergent evolutionarily on the viper has sensory pits and has no prior 

history with the gerbil.  The gerbils exploited depletable resource patches similarly regardless of 

snake species and the moon phase.  The gerbils were able to respond to the novel snake as a 

threat.  However, the Negev Desert gerbils did not perceive the sidewinder with its heat sensing 

ability as a greater threat on dark nights and do not seem to be aware of the greater sensory 

abilities of the sidewinders. The gerbils applied the same strategy of avoiding bushes and 

reducing foraging during full moons to both the known and novel predators. 

Introduction 

Through competition with others  over resources and through predator evasion species 

adapt to their environment (Vincent and Brown 2005). In many communities of predator and 

prey, shared evolutionary histories provide a strong background for  coexistence and coevolution 

based on reciprocal evolutionary responses of predator and prey, part of the phenomenon called 

“red queen” evolution  (Van Valen 1973, Rosenzweig et al. 1987). Examples  include physical 

adaptations, such as spines in hedgehogs to deter predators, and behavioral ones, such as gerbils 
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increasing activity during new moons when they are less visible  (Vijayan et al. 2007, Kotler et 

al. 2010).  

In a world rapidly homogenizing world, native species encounter many novel ones by 

way of biological invasions. Invasive species pose a challenge for conservation.  Invasives can 

threaten the diversity of native species, and impose costly control measures.  While boarder 

authorities often maintain programs and laws to inhibit the spread of invasives, most research 

into the management of invasive species occurs post invasion (Lowe et al. 2000, Zavaleta et al. 

2001, Olden et al. 2011). Some research is being devoted to identifying the ecological 

communities and environments most susceptible to  invasions (Tilman 1999, Brown and Peet 

2003, Smith et al. 2004, Hambers et al. 2007, Pintor et al. 2011). Thus, scientists are beginning 

to shift focus towards anticipating and predicting the consequences of invasions that have not yet 

happened or have not yet spread (Arroyo et al. 2000, Flueck 2010).  Such research includes 

diagnosing the attributes of species that make for likely invasives, and what kinds of invasive 

species will be harder to manage (Rejmanek and Richardsom 1996).  

Common garden experiments provide a useful approach for understanding mechanisms 

behind community responses to invasive species.  Here, we apply such an experiment with a 

desert rodent and its predators.  We exposed a Middle Eastern gerbil species (Gerbillus 

andersoni allenbyi) to its native horned-viper predator (Cerastes cerastes), and an evolutionarily 

convergent non-native snake (sidewinder rattlesnake, Crotalus cerastes) from North American 

deserts.  We tested whether gerbils were at higher risk from the non-native verses the native 

snake, and how quickly the gerbils’ foraging behavior s responded to the novel predator.  
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Pintor et al. (2011), using evolutionary game theory, identified three avenues by which a 

recipient community is susceptible to a biological invasion. An ESS (evolutionarily stable 

strategy) is a strategy or set of strategies that cannot be invaded by a rare alternative (Maynard 

Smith and Price 1973).  Hence, if a community is at its ESS then it should be resistant to 

invasion.  For a successful invasion, the invasive species must be encountering a recipient 

community that is non-ESS.  There are three scenarios by which a system may not be at an ESS: 

an unfilled niche on an adaptive landscape, a disturbance event causing a change in community 

structure, an introduction of (or invasion by) a species that has a superior or different strategy set 

that is evolutionarily unavailable to the recipient community. When a community is invaded by a 

novel species, the ESS prior to the invasion may no longer be stable past the invasion, and 

evolutionary processes will drive rapid changes toward new ESSs.  The third scenario may cause 

the biggest shift, particularly when the invasive predator possesses a superior or constraint-

breaking adaptation (i.e. novel weapons hypothesis; see Pintor et al. 2011). This type of an 

advantage can lead to incumbent replacement and extirpation of resident species lacking the key 

adaptations (Rosenzweig and Mccord 1991).   

In this experiment, we study an example of a predator with a potentially constraint 

breaking adaptation as discussed by Vincent and Brown (2005).  Pit vipers of the New World 

possess heat sensory pits, which allow them to “see” mammalian prey in the dark. These pits are 

absent from the Old World vipers. We conducted our common garden experiment in a large 

vivarium (Blaustein Institute, Negev Desert, Israel) in which we used  sidewinder rattlesnakes 

(Crotalus cerastes) from North American Deserts, and the Saharan horned vipers (Cerastes 

cerastes) from Middle Eastern deserts. Presumably the desert dunes systems of the Negev Desert 

are at or close to their ESS.  However, in case of an invasion, would the ability of sidewinder 
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rattlesnakes to “see” in the dark drive the extirpation, or extinction of the horned vipers by 

allowing the rattlesnakes to outcompete the horned vipers for prey?  

We tested the likely success of the novel viper through the ability of the gerbils to avoid 

predation. To determine the responses of the gerbils to predation risk from the two snake species, 

we conducted experiments in a large outdoor vivarium using depletable food patches. According 

to foraging theory, gerbils should leave food patches at a higher quitting harvest rate under risky 

than safe circumstances.  As a consequence, in controlled food patches, the density of food left 

behind in the food patches will increase with the foragers’ perceived risk of predation. This 

measure is referred to as a giving up density (GUD) and has been proven to provide a strong 

measurement of perceived risk in species of diverse taxa (Bedoya-Perez et al. 2013).  We 

measured the gerbils’ giving-up densities in experimental food patches in response to 1) bush 

and open microhabitats, 2) quadrats within the vivarium that varied in the presence and absence 

of horned vipers and sidewinder rattlesnakes, 3) night to night variation in the presence of owls 

or foxes, 4) moon phase (new versus full moon), and 5) period (first month versus second month 

of exposure to the novel and native snake species).    

We chose to work with Allenby’s gerbil (Gerbillus andersoni allenbyi).  Much is known 

about the behavior  of gerbils in relation to resource use (Abramsky and Rosenzweig 1984, 

Abramsky et al. 1990, Ziv et al. 1995),  inter-specific competition (Abramsky et al. 1991, 1992, 

Rosenzweig et al. 1997, Ovadia et al. 2005),  intra-specific competition  (Abramsky et al. 1990, 

Kotler et al. 1993b, 2001, Ovadia et al. 2005, Soliman and Mohallal 2009), and even  inter-taxon 

competition with birds (Brown et al. 1997).  Most importantly for this experiment, we know how 

these rodents respond to predation risk from snakes (Kotler et al. 1992, 1993c), owls (Kotler et 

al. 1991, 1992, 2010, Rosenzweig et al. 1997, Vijayan et al. 2007, 2012, Berger-Tal et al. 2010, 
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St. Juliana et al. 2011, Berger-tal and Kotler 2014), and foxes (Kotler et al. 2010, Raveh et al. 

2011). 

We investigated four questions. 1) Do gerbils respond to the novel snake with which they 

have no shared evolutionary history? 2) If they respond, is the response similar to their response 

to the familiar horned viper? 3) Do the gerbils, through their fear responses, indicate an 

appreciation for the sidewinder’s constraint breaking adaptation?  4) Over a two month period, 

do the gerbils show an increasing fear response to the sidewinder relative to the horned viper?  

Based on previous work with Allenby’s gerbil, we can make some predictions regarding 

GUDs and patch use. We expect the gerbils to forage more during the new moon than during the 

full moon (Kotler et al. 2010). We expect the gerbils to respond to the presence of vipers by 

preferring to forage in open relative to the bush microhabitat  (Kotler et al. 1993c). We expect 

the rodents to forage more under the bushes when faced with an owl alone or with both owls and 

vipers (Kotler et al. 1992).  We also expect gerbils  to forage less when exposed to foxes both in 

open and bush microhabitats (Kotler et al. 2010, Raveh et al. 2011, Embar et al. 2011).  

We expected that the gerbils would initially respond to the new predator in a similar 

manner to the viper it evolved with. We further predicted that within a month’s time they would 

learn to respond to the different activity pattern and identify the new viper, the sidewinder 

rattlesnake, as a greater risk during the new moon (dark nights). Thus, we predicted higher 

GUDs in the area of the arena that was populated with these snakes during the new moon.  

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 summarize our predictions and tests regarding main effects and the 

interactions of these variables.   
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Variable  Hypothesis  Highest 

GUD 

Medium 

GUD 

Lowest 

GUD 

Moon Phase  As moonlight increases so does GUD 

(Kotler et al, 2010)  

Full Moon  New Moon 

Predator rotation As lethality of predator increases so 

does GUD (Brown, 1988) 

Owls and Foxes  No Added 

Predator 

Snake Treatment 

(quadrant)  

Two species of snakes will have a 

greater GUD than any one species 

alone  

Both vipers Pit viper/ 

Horned 

viper 

No viper 

Snake Treatment 

(quadrant)  

Gerbils will fear their known 

predator more than the novel 

predator 

Horned Viper  Pit viper 

Microhabitat Snakes ambush gerbils 

predominantly under bushes  

Bush Microhabitat Open 

Microhabitat 

 

 

Table 3.1. Inference table for single environmental and predation variable effects 
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Var1  Var2 Hypothesis Highest 

GUD 

Lowest 

GUD 

Snake 

Treatment 

(quadrant)  

Predator 

Rotation  

GUDs in east quadrants 

with predator rotations 

will be greater than 

western ones 

West 

(Fox/Owl) 

East 

(Fox/Owl) 

Snake 

Treatment 

(quadrant)  

Predator 

Rotation  

Quadrant with both viper 

and predator rotations 

will have greater GUD 

than control with 

rotations 

Both 

(Fox/Owl) 

Control 

(Fox/Owl) 

Snake 

Treatment 

(quadrant)  

Moon Phase  Gerbils will recognize 

the novel pit viper as a 

snake seeing in dark 

nights 

Pit Viper 

(New 

Moon) 

Horned 

Viper (New 

Moon) 

Snake 

Treatment 

(quadrant)  

Microhabitat Where there are snakes, 

the bush microhabitat is 

riskier (Kotler et 

al.,1992,1993)  

Vipers 

(Bush) 

Vipers 

(Open)  

Control 

(Open)  

Control 

(Bush) 

Snake 

Treatment 

(quadrant)  

Experimental 

Month 

Respect of the lethality 

of the novel pit viper will 

increase with time 

Pit Viper 

(2) 

Pit Viper 

(1)  

Snake 

Treatment 

(quadrant)  

Experimental 

Month*Moon 

Phase 

As the gerbils adapt to 

the hunting strategy of 

the novel pit viper, the 

dark nights will become 

more risky 

Pit Viper/ 

Both 

(New*2) 

Pit Viper/ 

Both 

(New*1) 

 

Table 3.2. Variable interaction inference table.  
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Materials and Methods 

Fifty Allenby’s gerbils (Gerbillus andersoni allenbyi) were trapped in the winter and 

spring of 2010 at the Ashalim Dunes and the Be’er Milka Dunes (Latitude 30.910132 Longitude 

34.388752), Negev Desert, Israel. Eight adult male Saharan horned vipers (Cerastes cerastes) 

were collected at the Be’er Milka dunes as well and maintained in the lab. In May of 2009 eight 

sidewinder rattlesnakes (Crotalus cerastes) were trapped and imported to Israel from the Parker 

(Latitude 34.121859 Longitude -114.237900) and Mohawk Dunes (Latitude 32.592925 

Longitude -113.889084) of south-western Arizona, USA.   

Experiments were run in a large outdoor vivarium at the Blaustein Institutes for Desert 

Research in Sede Boker, Israel from June 1st to July 19th, 2011. The vivarium (17 x 34 x 4.5 m) 

is rodent, snake, owl, and fox proof.  The vivarium has 1 meter tall steel walls with concrete 

bases extending 1 m into the ground.  In addition, the walls are enclosed with an extended 

chicken wire mesh with a roof of chicken wire.  The vivarium was divided into 4 equally-sized 

quadrants by a hardware cloth fences running perpendicularly from the middle of both the long 

and short axes (appendix II). A chicken wire wall rising to the ceiling along the center divider 

prevents the movement of foxes and owls from one side to the other. The quadrants were 

connected with two snake proof gates between each north and south quadrants and one gate 

between each east and west quadrants (appendix II). These gates allowed rodents to move from 

quadrant to quadrant, while preventing the movement of snakes.  

Three quadrants contained two snakes each and a control quadrant remained without any 

snakes. The northeastern quadrant housed the control and the southeast a combined viper (one of 

each species) treatment. The northwestern quadrant housed two horned vipers, and the 

southwestern quadrant had two pit vipers (sidewinder rattlesnakes). Each quadrant contained a 
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grid of 18 trellises topped by cut brush to simulate shrubs.  Selected trellises contained a food 

patch consisting of a 28 x 38 x 8 cm tray filled with 3 l of sifted sand into which we mixed 3 g of 

millet seeds as needed. 12 food patches per quadrant were set out nightly (total of 48), of which 

six were in the open microhabitat adjacent to a trellis and six were placed under trellises as the 

bush microhabitat (appendix III, Figure III.1). Four patches per quadrat were fitted with SQID 

(Vantro Systems) RFID loggers that allowed us to track the identity of each gerbil as it entered 

or left one of these four patches. Data were collected six days per moon phase, over a period of 

two lunar months. For each collection period (moon phase) we also exposed the gerbil 

population in the vivarium to two nights each of a barn owl, a red fox, or no additional predator 

above and beyond the vipers. The night to night order of the additional predator treatments were 

randomized within each 6 day moonphase with the constraint of not allowing two consecutive 

nights of the same predator addition treatment.  .    

The gerbils, once acclimated to lab conditions following capture from the field, were 

injected subcutaneously with radio-frequency-identification RFID PIT tags.  The tags allowed 

identification of individuals and quantification of predation events based on predator fecal matter 

and owl pellets. For the experiment, we placed 6 gerbils per quadrant and gave them three nights 

to acclimate. 

Each food patch for the gerbils consisted of 3 liters of sifted dune sand into which we 

mixed 3 grams of cleaned millet.  Following each night of the experiment, we sifted the sand 

from the trays to remove the remaining seeds and took the seeds to the laboratory for cleaning of 

husks and debris.  We then weighed the remaining seeds to the nearest 1/100th of a gram to 

measure the GUD of the tray.  
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The proportion of trays foraged each night was analyzed according to the main effects of 

predator treatments, viper treatments, moon phase and microhabitat using multi-way contingency 

tables and log linear model.  We analyzed patch use based on GUDs. To help control for the 

effects of vivarium edge (and center) and to eliminate possible pseudo-replication, we averaged 

the GUDs in each microhabitat within each quadrant for each collection day to form the 

dependent variable. This provides eight GUD means per night (2 microhabitats x 4 quadrants).  

The averaged data were analyzed using a general linear model (GLM) structured around our 

predictions. Post-hoc Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference Tests (THSD) were used to test 

for pairwise difference between treatments associated with main effects and interactions. 

Results  

We ran the experiment for a total of 8 moon phases and six nights per moonphase. 

Overall, 55% (1267) of all trays were not foraged. The distribution of foraging activity differed 

significantly with snakes, rotation of additional predators (owl and fox), and moonphase (Table 

3.3).  The quadrant containing both snake species, and the quadrant containing two horned vipers 

were the least foraged, with 42% (242) and 27% (156) foraged trays respectively. The presence 

of owls, caused gerbils to decrease the number of trays foraged by from 59% (453) to 28% (215); 

the full moon phase and its greater illumination also caused gerbils to decrease the number of 

foraged trays from 52% (300) at new moon to 41% (236).  
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Var1 Var2 G df p-Value 

Rotation  11.485 2 0.003 

Quadrant  42.521 3 < 0.001 

Microhabitat  0.782 1 0.377 

Moon phase  14.158 1 < 0.001 

Quadrant  X Rotation 44.722 6 < 0.001 

Microhabitat X Rotation 0.039 2 0.981 

Moon phase X Rotation 6.961 2 0.031 

Microhabitat X Quadrant 1.968 3 0.579 

Moon phase X Quadrant 7.669 3 0.053 

Moon phase X Microhabitat 0.001 1 0.98 

 

Table 3.3.  Log linear analysis for interactions of snake treatment (as noted by quadrant), owl 

rotations, moon phase and microhabitat. All interactions are measured by the proportion of 

foraged to unforged trays  
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  Most of the variables under investigation significantly affected patch use and GUDs 

(Table 3.4). Gerbils exploited food patches in the open microhabitat more intensively (average 

GUD of 1.88g) than those in the bush microhabitat (average GUD of 2.03g). The snake 

treatment, as measured by quadrant, demonstrated a pattern that was greatly affected by a caveat 

of the experimental design. The caveat will be expanded on in the section of predator facilitation 

below. The GUDs were significantly higher in the eastern half of the vivarium than the western 

half. The western half, where each quadrant housed two vipers of the same species, did not differ 

in GUDs. In the eastern half, however, the quadrant with one viper of each species had an 

average GUD of 2.5±0.04g while the control quadrant, with no vipers had a significantly lower 

mean of 2.05±0.04g.  

The rotation of owls and foxes significantly influenced GUDs throughout the arena, not 

just their eastern half. Presence of foxes lead gerbils to leave a mean GUD of 2.25±0.04g, while 

owls had a lessor effect with a mean of 1.97±0.05g, and the control had a significantly lower 

mean GUD of 1.62±0.02g. The increased illumination during full moon nights resulted in 

slightly higher GUDs (Figure 3.1). Contrary to our expectations, GUDs did not change between 

experimental months.  
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Var1 Var2 Var3 
Type 

III SS 
df MS 

F-

Ratio 
p-Value Tukey's HS Test 

Supported 

Predictions 

Micro   1.22 1 1.22 7.091 0.009   

Quad   23.3 3 7.766 45.12 <0.001 
Both > Control> Pit 

Viper> Horned Viper 
No 

Moon   4.123 3 1.374 7.986 <0.001 Full > New No 

Rotation   12.34 2 6.166 35.83 <0.001 
Fox > Owl> No 

Predator 
Yes 

Month   0.056 1 0.056 0.325 0.57   

Quad X Micro  3.258 3 1.086 6.31 0.001 
Any Snake X Bush > 

Any Snake X Open 
Yes 

Moon X Micro  0.303 3 0.101 0.588 0.624 

Rotation X Micro  0.65 2 0.325 1.888 0.156   

Month X Micro  0.068 1 0.068 0.395 0.531   

Moon X Quad  12.51 9 1.389 8.073 <0.001 
New X Horned Viper > 

New X Pit Viper 
Yes 

Rotation X Quad  6.967 6 1.161 6.748 <0.001 

Fox X East > Fox X 

West 
No 

None X East > None X 

West 
No 

Month X Quad  4.952 3 1.651 9.591 <0.001   

Rotation X Moon  2.42 6 0.403 2.343 0.036   

Month X Moon  1.092 3 0.364 2.116 0.102   

Month X Rotation  5.203 2 2.602 15.12 <0.001   

Moon X Quad X Micro 1.049 9 0.117 0.677 0.728   

Rotation X Quad X Micro 0.169 6 0.028 0.164 0.986   

Month X Quad X Micro 0.58 3 0.193 1.124 0.342   

Rotation X Moon X Quad 8.698 18 0.483 2.808 <0.001   

Month X Moon X Quad 4.012 9 0.446 2.591 0.009   

Rotation X Moon X Micro 0.722 6 0.12 0.699 0.651   

Month X Rotation X Micro 0.476 2 0.238 1.384 0.255   

Month X Rotation X Micro 1.75 6 0.292 1.695 0.128   

Error   19.96 116 0.172     
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Table 3.4. ANOVA Table for General Linear Model where N of 224, a multiple R of 0.9 and a 

multiple R2 of 0.81. Abbreviations: Micro – microhabitat, Moon – moon phase, Quad – arena 

quadrant (refers to location of snake species), Rotation – refers to predator rotation (addition of 

a barn owl or red fox into the eastern side of the arena) and Month – the month of the 

experiment.   
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Figure 3.1. Least Squares mean of Giving Up Densities (GUDs) by snake treatment as 

controlled by special quadrants factored by moon phase. Light bars represent the full moon while 

dark bars represent new moons. Error bars are the least squares standardized error.    
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A. Predator Facilitation  

The vipers caused GUDs to be significantly higher in the bush than open microhabitat 

(Figure 3.2). When the vipers were not present, GUDs in the open were higher (as seen in the 

control). The GUDs during full moon phases were higher still (Figure 3.1). The aforementioned 

caveat in our design was excluding the fox and owl rotations from the western half of the 

vivarium. This resulted in two main effects: the first creating a clear permanent separation 

between a risky half (high GUD) and safe half (low GUD) of the vivarium (Figure 3.3) and a 

spillover effect from the risky half to the safe half during those rotations. The mean GUD for the 

entire experiment was 1.88g however the predator rotations, as stressors, affected the mean 

GUDs significantly. The effect of the predator rotation is best observed in the control quadrant 

where the mean GUD was 1.94g. The effect of the fox caused an increase of 32% in the mean 

GUD, while in the absence of any predator resulted in a 36% decline in GUDs. There was no 

significant effect of the owl on the control section. Similar patterns were observed in the 

quadrant with both vipers with only a 5% increase from the mean of 2.4 g. The effect of the fox 

was an increase of 12% and the control and owl rotations resulted in a decrease of 10% and 3% 

respectively. When the fox was in the eastern half, there was a 6% increase in GUDs in the 

western half (mean 1.6g), while the presence of the owl resulted in a 5% increase (spillover).  
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Figure 3.2. Least Squares mean of Giving Up Densities as a factor of snake treatment controlled 

by physical quadrant factored by microhabitat. Dark bars represent the under bush microhabitat 

while light bars represent the open microhabitat. Error bars are least squares standardized errors.  
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Figure 3.3. Least Squares mean of Giving Up Densities (GUDs) as collected by snake treatment 

controlled by physical quadrants and factored by added predator facilitation. Fox and owl  

treatments were only added to the eastern side of the arena. Dark gray bars represent an added 

red fox, light gray bars an added barn owl and white bars no additional predators.  Error bars are 

least squares standardized errors. 
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B. Month Effects 

Month did not have a significant main effect on patch use and GUDs (P-value 0.588, 

Table 3.4), but showed significant interaction effects with the viper treatments (quadrants), and 

predator rotations.  There was also a significant three way interaction of month, predator rotation 

and moon phase. The combined effect of both the vipers together increased from the first month 

to the second, while the effect of each of the vipers alone was of a lessening of perceived risk 

(Figure 3.4). The temporal change was not significant with the novel pit vipers, yet showed a 

significant decrease with the known horned vipers. In the interaction of experimental month, we 

found a decrease in perceived risk from the fox from the first to the second month in fox 

rotations. Owl rotations had an opposite effect, where the second month resulted in higher GUDs 

than the first.  

For the interaction of month with the moon phases, while significant overall, the THSD 

tests revealed few significant pairwise differences in GUDs. The trends generated by that 

interaction suggests some interesting patterns. The overall level of fear during both the new and 

full moon phases increased in the eastern part of the vivarium, while it decreased in the western 

half (Figure 3.5). These trends tended to be stronger in the new moon phase than the full moon.  

No matter what viper was in the quadrant, the new moon was perceived as safer (lower GUDs) 

than the full moon phase. What that interaction suggests is that contrary to our prediction, rather 

than the gerbils learning of the pit viper’s night vision, they instead treated the novel sidewinder 

rattlesnakes in a similar manner to their native horned viper.  
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Figure 3.4. Least Squares mean of Giving Up Densities (GUDs) as measured in each of the viper 

treatment quadrants as a factor of the experimental month (dark bars represent the first month, 

while light bars the second month). The error bars represent the least squares standardized error. 
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Figure 3.5. Least Squares mean of Giving Up Densities (GUDs) as measured in each of the viper 

treatment quadrants, as a factor of the experimental month and the moon phase in each (dark bars 

represent the new moon, while light bars the full moon). The error bars represent the least 

squares standardized error. 
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Discussion  

Gerbils exhibited some behavioral patterns similar to previous experiments, and some 

that diverged from our expectations. Consistent with previous work with Saharan horned vipers 

(Kotler et al. 1992, 1993c, Bouskila 1995), the gerbils preferred the open microhabitat over the 

bushes, as the risk of predation by vipers is greater under the bushes (Figure 3.2).  The gerbils 

treated both viper treatments in a similar manner, with no significant differences between the 

GUDs of the two western quadrants. The effect of both viper species together, however, resulted 

in a higher GUD, reflecting the increased risk in that quadrant. Multiple predators can either 

result in additive risk perception or increased risk to one predator as a result of predator 

facilitation. Predator facilitation, as a change in risk analysis due to the combination of multiple 

predators (Sih et al. 1998, Sokol-hessner and Schmitz 2002) is well supported with many 

examples in freshwater systems (Soluk and Collins 1988, Soluk 1993, Vance-Chalcraft and 

Soluk 2005), intertidal systems  (Son and Thiel 2006) and even large ungulates (Thaker et al. 

2011).  

The effects of the added predators, barn owls and foxes, stood out in their effect on the 

foraging behavior of the gerbils. The effects observed were opposite to other experiments run 

with gerbils, foxes, and owls (Berger-Tal et al. 2010, Kotler et al. 2010, Embar et al. 2011, 

Berger-tal and Kotler 2014), where the owls caused higher GUDs than foxes. We attribute this 

predominantly to the age of the fox used. The fox, in this experiment was a juvenile, and had 

caused much turmoil in the vivarium by digging up borrows. Not much is known of predator 

developmental stage and its effects on perceived risk in the prey, however levels of activity of 

the predator should logically impact the perceived risk in the prey (Gilliam and Fraser 1987, 

Amo et al. 2004, Crumrine 2010). 
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As predicted and consistent with prior  work on Allenby’s gerbils (Kotler et al. 1992, 

1993c), the full moon  was viewed as a greater risk than the new moon. This was reflected by the 

higher GUDs in all viper treatments. The novel finding is that moon light on its own did not 

affect the perception of risk in the absence of actual risk as seen in the control quadrant where 

the GUDs were equal throughout the lunar cycle (Figure 3.1).  There was no significant 

difference in overall GUDs between the first and second months. This suggests that overall there 

was no trend of habituation to the environment as a whole, nor a significant increase of in 

perceived risk.   

The interesting result was the significantly higher GUD in the quadrant with both viper 

species together. We suggest two possible explanations.   The first is a response to the apparent 

increased viper activity that occurs when the two vipers co-occur (however, collected 

observations using sand tracking were not statistically robust and therefore were used as 

anecdotal reference here). The other explanation, which we feel is more likely, is the direct 

presence of owls and foxes on this side of the vivarium during the predator rotations.  The other 

two quadrants with snakes (2 sidewinders or 2 horned vipers) were on the side of the aviary 

inaccessible to the fox or owl.  

When looking at the trends, statistically significant or otherwise, the contrast between the 

eastern and western half of the vivarium is distinct (Figure 3.3), with the significantly higher 

GUDs in the east, yet observed increase during predator rotation in the west as well. We 

restricted the predator rotations to the western half of the vivarium in the context of a larger 

experiment (Embar et al. 2014). Due to the restriction, the effects of the predator rotation on the 

quadrants holding the single-species viper treatments (two horned vipers or two sidewinder 

rattlesnakes) were not subjected to actual risk of predation by the owl and the fox. The post hoc 
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analysis of the effects of the fox and owl are statistically significant in the horned viper quadrant 

and suggest a trend in the pit viper quadrant. This suggests a spillover effect of risk over the 

physical barrier.  

In the absence of actual predation risk from owls and foxes in the eastern half of the 

vivarium, the presence of vipers under the bushes increases the risk and GUDs in those patches 

(Figure 3.2). The gerbils respond with a greater microhabitat effect (greater difference between 

the mean GUDs under bushes and in the open) where they are not under increased predation risk 

from those predators. This suggests that the vipers rank as a lesser threat to the gerbils than the 

owls and foxes. When other stressors are removed, the risk that vipers pose under the bushes is 

not worth taking.  

Lastly, we wish to address the matter of population learning, or selective pressure, to 

respond behaviorally to the novel predator. A general lessening of fear, as evidenced in the 

decline in GUDs, was observed during the second experimental month in the quadrants 

containing the single species viper treatments (Figure 3.4). This may possibly be attributed to 

learning and habituation to the behavior al patterns of the vipers in those quadrants, thus 

allowing exploitation of the safer patches as suggested by the risk allocation hypothesis (Lima 

and Bednekoff 1999, Beauchamp and Ruxton 2011) 

The most striking temporal change from the first month to the second was a decrease in 

GUDs during the new moon phase in the second month (Figure 3.5). The strongest effect was 

observed in the quadrant with the pit vipers. We are unclear why this may have occurred since 

rattlesnakes should be more dangerous in the dark. The spillover effect of foxes and owls onto 

the quadrants from which they did not have access decreased in the second month relative to the 
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first.  This suggests learning.  The gerbils may have come to realize that the owl and fox were 

restricted to the other side of the vivarium.  By  refining  their risk estimation the gerbils could 

take greater  advantage of the food patches near the barrier (Bouskila and Blumstein 1992).  

Conclusion  

The gerbils were not able to discern the difference in behavior between vipers they 

evolved with and vipers that were novel to them. The gerbils applied their known strategy of 

viper avoidance in both areas with vipers that see or are “blind” in dark nights. The gerbils 

foraged more in the open than in the bush where snakes are known to ambush them. The pit 

viper was assessed regularly as an equal or lesser risk to the horned viper they evolved with in all 

lighting conditions and even after a learning period. In choosing the lesser of evils, any viper, 

known or novel, is preferable than owls or foxes in the eyes of the gerbils.  

Pit-vipers may have a more sophisticated evolutionary tool at hand in competition against 

the native horned vipers; however they did not show signs of causing alarm in their prey, nor did 

they successfully prey on any gerbils in the population during the experiment. Alone, the 

constraint breaking adaptations of heat sensing pits do not provide a clear advantage for the pit 

vipers, and the prey in the invaded community managed to avoid predation using the same 

strategies that work for a less sophisticated predator.  
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IV. CROSS-CONTINENTAL COMMON GARDEN EXPERIMENTS EXPOSING 

DESERT RODENTS TO EVOLUTIONARILY NOVEL AND KNOWN VIPERS: I. 

STRATEGIES OF EVASION TOWARDS KNOWN AND NOVEL VIPERS IN 

KANGAROO RATS FROM THE MOJAVE DESERT COMPARED TO THOSE OF 

GERBILS OF THE NEGEV DESERT.  

 

Abstract 

In a series of common-garden experiments with two convergent species of desert granivorous 

rodents, we compared the perception of risk generated by interaction with snakes of the 

Viperidae family. To determine how evolutionary history of a predator-prey interaction affected 

fear responses of a prey species, we compared how rodents perceived the threat of a venomous, 

predatory snake with a shared evolutionary history with the response to a venomous snake that 

was novel but filled a similar ecological role in a convergent system. These experiments invite us 

to view the initial responses of prey populations to a biological invasion of a predator, and follow 

the behavior al changes they undergo in response. The greater Egyptian gerbils (Gerbillus 

pyramidum) evolved alongside Saharan horned vipers (Cerastes cerastes) that are “blind” on 

dark nights, while Merriam’s kangaroo rats (Dipodomys merriami) evolved alongside pit-vipers, 

the sidewinder rattlesnakes (Crotalus cerastes) that have heat sensing pits, which allow snakes to 

sense rodents in the absence of moonlight. We ran each rodent population through a two month 

experiment in a semi-natural arena (vivarium) where they were exposed to the snakes and to barn 

owls and the responses were measured using giving up densities (GUDs) at a dozen locations per 

snake treatment. Initially, both rodent species perceived the risk of both snakes, although each 

species exhibited more fear in the presence of the species with which they evolved, but 

individuals from neither species altered their activity patterns to match the pattern of the novel 

snake species. During some nights of the experiment an owl was also allowed to forage for 

rodents, so that we could determine how two guilds of predators affected foraging behavior, and 
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thus fear, of both species. The addition of a barn owl increased risk perception, resulting in 

higher GUDs, however the magnitude of the effect was greater in gerbils than in kangaroo rats. 

During the duration of the experiments, the gerbils’ fear of the novel snake increased to the level 

of the known snake. In contrast, the kangaroo rats learned to fear the novel horned viper more 

than they feared the known pit viper. These results indicate that both rodent species learned to 

fear the new predator. Although these rodents appear convergent in ecological role and looks, 

they respond to predators in different behavior al patterns, each based on the evolutionary history 

with the predators from its own continent.   

Introduction 

Desert dune systems are found at numerous locals around the world and provide an opportunity 

to study evolutionary convergence because they are an extreme environment that provides 

similar challenges to the species that inhabit them regardless of their geographic local. Sand as a 

substrate provides locomotion challenges (Guo and Mahadevan 2008, Maladen et al. 2009) and 

dry desert conditions limits access to water and vegetation as a food source (Davidson et al. 

1982, Brown and Munger 1985, M. Shrader et al. 2008). Species inhabiting these environments 

have evolved adaptations for surviving these environmental challenges, and evolutionarily and 

geographically divergent species often exhibiting convergent adaptations. Large and hairy feet 

help prevent sinking by increasing surface area (Taraborelli et al. 2003). Bipedal, and semi-

bipedal locomotion for rodents also helps movement on sandy substrates. Snakes evolved 

sidewinding (Gleiss et al. 2011), an oscillatory movement that decreases drag. Most species, 

exhibit nocturnal behavior  patterns to avoid the heat and water loss (Huey and Bennett 1987, 

Wcislo et al. 2004).  
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Desert dune habitats provide surprisingly large amounts of food for granivorous rodents because 

many desert plants produce abundant seeds that maintain their viability for long periods of 

time(Venable and Brown 1988, Pake and Venable 1996, Jurand et al. 2013).  The plants shed 

their seeds in large numbers after short blooming periods, and any seeds not soon harvested by 

granivorous ants, birds, or rodents soon enter the seed bank awaiting the next rain event (Brown 

and Venable 1986).These seeds provide a reliable, rich source of food for the rodent populations, 

which in turn cache these seeds and aid in dispersal (Venable and Brown 1988, 1993, Brown and 

Venable 1991). 

As an example of convergent evolution, the rodent and snake communities of the Mojave Desert 

in North America and the Negev Desert of Israel in the Middle East show remarkable similarity.  

Both deserts were settled ~ 6-12 million years ago (Alexander and Riddle 2005, Friedman 2012). 

Each desert was settled by genera coming from the local vicinity, with the Gerbilline rodents 

settling in the Negev and Saharan deserts and the Heteromyids in the Mojave, Great Basin, and 

Sonoran deserts (Goodfriend et al. 1991, Lancaster 2000)  

Gerbilline rodents and Heteromyid rodents in these two deserts have similar traits including diet 

choice, bipedalism, inner ear bullae, caching behavior, and hairy feet (citations). Despite 

similarities, we find key differences. The heteromyid rodents possess a morphological trait that 

gives them an advantage over their Middle Eastern counterparts if in direct competition: 

Heteromyid rodents have external fur lined cheek pouches that they inherited from a common 

ancestor with the genus Heteromys, a genus of tropical environments of  Central America 

(Hafner et al. 2007). These pouches permit rodents to collect food in fewer bouts during which 

the foragers may be especially vulnerable to predation (Davidson et al. 1980, 1982), which may 

allow them to gather seeds quickly when seeds are abundant, reduce handling times when 
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exposed to predation risk, or both. Thus, potentially each foraging bout can yield a larger load, 

and the food can be more easily processed in their mouths during the foraging bout.  

Similarly, the North American pit-vipers (Crotalinae) have a constraint-breaking trait not 

possessed by their Middle Eastern counterparts (Viperinae). The pit-vipers in North America 

belong to a lineage that split about 18 million years ago in Southeastern Asia (Vincent and 

Brown 2005). Pit-vipers are characterized by a pair of heat-sensing pits on their faces between 

nose and mouth (Pappas et al. 2004, Geng et al. 2011), which enables them to identify and strike 

more accurately at sensitive locations on the prey’s body than their old world counterparts, 

particularly under conditions of low to no moonlight (Clarke et al. 1996) .In essence, the infra-

red “eyes” of pit-vipers allows them to “see” in the dark.  Thus, both Heteromyid rodents and 

pit-vipers may possess contain-breaking adaptations that would allow them to outcompete 

Middle Eastern counterparts if in direct competition.  Because each snake preys upon rodents in 

their community, if a snake or rodents were introduced into another system, the differences in 

adaptations between counterparts have interesting implications for predator-prey dynamics and 

community interactions.  

Pintor et al. (2011) suggest three scenarios in which biological invasions can occur: (1) Invasion 

into an empty resource niche. (2) Invasion of an inferior or equal strategy to that of a species 

already in a system that may lead to co-existence. (3) Invasion by a superior strategy that will 

lead to replacement, usually due to a constraint breaking adaptation. Constraint-breaking 

adaptations, as superior strategies, have interested evolutionary biologist for many decades, 

mainly from a retrospective look at the paleo-history of evolution(Rosenzweig and Mccord 

1991). Why did some species survive the stochastic broom of evolution, when other did not? For 

example, it is hypothesized that turtles with non-retractable head (add taxonomic classification) 
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were replaced by turtles with retractable heads (add taxonomic classification) replaced turtles 

following contact because being able to retract their head into their shell provided a fitness 

advantage to the later turtles (Rosenzweig and Mccord 1991). Constraint-breaking adaptations 

may also provide insights into the outcome of biological invasions.  For example, it is predicted 

that pit-vipers will replace the Old World viper lineage because their pits will provide a 

competitive advantage (Vincent and Brown 2005). At the time of invasion, the invaded 

community undergoes evolutionary changes to address the new resources and constraints forced 

on it by the invasion (Pintor et al. 2011). These evolutionary changes, at time of invasion, are in 

the framework of behavior al evolution. In the study of the initial change, we are assuming that 

the predator evasion strategies of rodents are plastic, and that they will change based on new 

information gathered during the experiment.  

The goal of this project is to test for the response of these rodents, gerbils and heteromyids, to an 

evolutionarily novel, versus familiar predator. We aim to determine whether pit-vipers are 

perceived as a greater risk (by the rodents) than “pitless” snakes when in direct competition? We 

also aim to investigate whether Heteromyids had a competitive edge, better resource use, over 

Gerbilline rodents, when compared in the face of common predators?  All of this is interesting in 

the context of constraint breaking adaptations, convergent and parallel evolution, and invasive 

species ecology. We use common garden experiments, in a specially designed arena, which 

allow rodents from geographically-distant deserts to forage under standardized conditions. Both 

species were exposed to predation risk of both snakes and owls and we infer using their foraging 

decisions the outcomes of potential interactions (Brown 1988). This study using a common-

garden experimental set up to study predator-prey interactions is novel as a manipulative 
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experiment, however such experiments are “naturally” running with most ecological invasions 

worldwide.  

In the following experiments, we used giving up densities (GUDs) to measure the foraging cost 

of the perceived risk of predation, as defined by the perceived risk of the predator combined with 

the predator lethality and the energy expended to avoid predation.  This method has been used 

widely since its conception and has been widely accepted (Bedoya-Perez et al. 2013).  A GUD is 

the density of food left by a forager when it abandons foraging for reasons of energetic costs, 

costs arising from predation risk, and missed opportunity costs. As the predation risk increases, 

so does the GUD. GUDs have been used to measure perceived risk from predators in rodents in 

both natural systems (Brown et al. 1992, 1997, Kotler et al. 1993a, Rosenzweig et al. 1997, 

Ylönen et al. 2002, Pastro and Banks 2006, Kirmani et al. 2010) and in vivarium (aviary) 

experiments (Vijayan et al. 2007, Berger-Tal et al. 2010, Kotler et al. 2010, St. Juliana et al. 

2011, Raveh et al. 2011, Embar et al. 2011). For the series of experiments presented herein, we 

compare the responses of Greater Egyptian Gerbil (Gerbillus pyramidum (GP)) and Merriam’s 

Kangaroo Rats (Dipodomys merriami (DM)) to the snake with which they evolved and novel 

snake. The gerbil evolved with the Saharan Horned Viper (Cerastes cerastes) and the kangaroo 

rat evolved with the Sidewinder Rattlesnake (Crotalus cerastes), a pit viper.  The native snake 

for one predator-prey pair was used as the novel snake for the other rodent species.  

These experiments test five main hypotheses where the predicted outcomes are shared through 

interactions of biological (direct predation risk) and non-biological elements that affect the 

perception of risk from those predators (such as moon-light and microhabitat). All of the 

hypotheses and predictions are based on relative measures of perceived risk (fear). When the risk 

is greater animals will forage less  Each of these variable’s main effects and the interaction 
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effects are inferred in comparison between the species (Table 4.1) and for each species as an 

independently standing experiment (Tables 4.2&4.3).  
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Var 1 Var 2 Var 3 Grouping High 

GUD 

Low 

GUD 

Species      

Species Viper Treatment   DM PV HV 

GP HV PV 

Species Microhabitat   Open  Bush 

Species Moon Phase  GP Full New 

DM New Full 

Species Viper Treatment  Microhabitat Vipers  Bush Open 

   Control  Open  Bush 

Species Owl  Microhabitat Owl  Open  Bush 

   No Owl  Bush Open 

Species Viper Treatment  Moon Phase GP (PV) Full New 

   DM (PV) New  Full 

   DM (HV) Full New 

 

Table 4.1. General Treatment Inference Table. Predictions of expected trends in giving up 

densities (GUDs) in response both rodent communities to environmental and predatory factors in 

a two month selection experiment. The environmental variables tested are time (Month), Moon 

Phase (MP), Microhabitat (MH). The predatory variables (vipers: Sidewinder Rattlesnake (PV), 

Saharan Horned Viper (HV) and both vipers combined (BV)) and bi-nightly owl rotations.  
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Var 1 Var 2 Var 3 Grouping  High GUD Low GUD 

Month    2 1 

Moon Phase     Full New  

Owl    Owl  No Owl  

Microhabitat    Bush  Open  

Viper Treatment     BV HV or PV 

    PV HV 

    BV, HV, PV Control  

Month X Moon Phase   New 2 1 

Month X Viper Treatment   PV 2 1 

   2 PV HV 

Viper Treatment  X Moon Phase   HV Full New  

   PV Full New  

Owl  X Microhabitat  Owl Open Bush 

   No Owl  Bush  Open  

Viper Treatment  X Microhabitat  Vipers Bush  Open  

   Control  Open Bush 

Viper Treatment  X Moon Phase  X Month PV (New) 2 1 

   
BV 

(New) 
2 1 

 

Table 4.2. Per Species Viper Interaction Inference Table. Predictions of expected trends in 

giving up densities (GUDs) in response of the rodent population of Gerbillus pyramidum (GP) to 

interaction of environmental and predatory factors in a selection experiment. The environmental 

variables tested are time (Month), Moon Phase (MP) in relation to predatory variables (vipers: 

Sidewinder Rattlesnake (PV), Saharan Horned Viper (HV) and both vipers combined (BV)) and 

bi-nightly owl rotations.  
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Var 1 Var 2 Var 3 Grouping  High GUD Low GUD 

Month    2 1 

Moon Phase    New Full 

Owl     Owl  No Owl  

Microhabitat    Bush Open  

Viper Treatment     BV HV or PV 

    PV HV 

    BV, HV, PV Control 

Viper Treatment  X Month  HV 1 2 

Viper Treatment  X Moon Phase  HV Full  New 

   PV New Full 

Viper Treatment  X Microhabitat  Vipers  Bush Open  

   Control  Open  Bush 

Owl  X Microhabitat  Owl  Open  Bush 

   No Owl  Bush Open  

Viper Treatment  X Moon Phase X Month 
HV 

(New) 
1 2 

   
BV 

(New) 
1 2 

 

Table 4.3. Per Species Viper Interaction Inference Table. Predictions of expected trends in 

giving up densities (GUDs) in response of the rodent population of kangaroo rats (Dipodomys 

merriami) to interaction of environmental and predatory factors in a selection experiment. The 

environmental variables tested are time (Month), Moon Phase (MP) in relation to predatory 

variables (vipers: Sidewinder Rattlesnake (PV), Saharan Horned Viper (HV) and both vipers 

combined (BV)) and bi-nightly owl rotations.  
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Hypothesis 1: Initially animals will fear evolutionarily familiar snake over the novel snake.   

We predict that the evolutionary process has allowed our populations to recognize the cues of the 

snakes that they evolved with (Coss 1991). This means that the gerbils should fear the horned 

viper more, have higher GUDs in the quadrant with these snakes (Table 4.2). Similarly the 

kangaroo rats will fear the pit-vipers more (Table 4.3). Noteworthy is the month-effect: we only 

are interested in the initial response to the snakes, thus we exclude the second experimental 

month from the analysis.  

Hypothesis 2: Rodents are capable to learning and behavior ally adapting to a new threat. 

Fear assessment is dynamic, and both individuals and populations adjust the risk perception over 

time. Thus, a learnt component is added to the innate risk evaluation and the response is 

changed. Here we predict that for both species the fear of the novel snake should increase as the 

experiment runs. Therefore, gerbils will fear pit-vipers more in the second month of the 

experiment than in the first (Table 4.2) and kangaroo rats will have similar increase in GUDs in 

the quadrant with the horned viper (Table 4.3).  

Given the different capabilities of the two snakes, we expect the gerbils to learn from the activity 

patterns of the pit-vipers (active in new moons). Thus, the rodents are expected to and alter the 

behavior in contact with the snakes that “see in the dark” away from foraging more on new 

moons (Kotler et al. 1993c) to greater foraging activity in the full moon. The kangaroo rats 

should alter their behavior  to “take advantage” of the lower activity levels of the horned vipers 

on new moons. 

Hypothesis 3: The sidewinder is a more fearsome predator than the horned viper.  
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One of our major assumptions in these experiments is that the heat sensing pits give the 

sidewinders an advantage in predatory activity over the horned vipers (Rosenzweig and Mccord 

1991, Vincent and Brown 2005). Therefore we predict that the increase in possible activity 

period over the month should alter the way the rodents rank the risk between the two snakes. If 

the rodent populations are able to correctly analyze the activity patterns of the snakes, then the 

second month of the experiment should result with higher GUDs in the quadrants where pit-

vipers are present in both the gerbils and kangaroo rats. For the gerbils we predict an increase in 

GUDs with the novel pit-viper from the first to the second month particularly during the period 

of the new moon, the period of greater lethality of this species. Given the disadvantage of the 

horned vipers in the new moon, we expect the kangaroo rats to show an increase in foraging 

activity at that time.  

Hypothesis 4:  A second guild of predators (owls) will alter the dynamics. 

Both pit and horned vipers prefer to ambush prey from locations under bushes (Bouskila 1995, 

Embar et al. 2014). Therefore under predation risk from snakes only, both rodent populations 

will prefer foraging in open, unobstructed microhabitat (Kotler et al. 1993c, Bouskila 1995). 

However, owls provide a greater risk (greater lethality) to both the rodent populations, and thus 

will cause the rodents to prefer the bush microhabitat with snakes over the open environment. 

This pattern should be identical in both species (Tables 4.1, 4.2 &4.3).  

Hypothesis 5: Kangaroo rats with fur lined cheek pouches will be more efficient at foraging 

under equal predation risk.  

Though a testable hypothesis, this experiment did not directly test the competitive strength of 

these two rodent populations when faced in direct competition. In this experiment, each 
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population was run separately, and the responses were compared with a data set compiled from 

both experiments (Table 4.1). Under these constraints, we expect that the kangaroo rats, having a 

constraint breaking adaptation, in form of fur lined cheek pouches, can harvest greater amounts 

of food under equal predation risk. The cheek pouches allow for greater loads of food being 

transported in every foraging bout. Therefore the GUDs should be lower for the kangaroo rats in 

all combinations of predation risk in relation to the GUDs of the gerbils under the same 

treatments. 

 Materials and Methods 

A. Study Species  

Merriam’s kangaroo rat, Dipodomys merriami, are a granivorous rodent belonging to the family 

Heteromyidae, weighing ~ 45 grams (Lancaster 2000). They have a large distribution, and 

inhabit the Mojave, Sonoran, Chihuahuan Deserts and the Great Basin (Lancaster 2000). This 

species predominantly inhabits sandy soils, though has been known to be a habitat generalist 

(Lancaster 2000). This species is predominantly solitary, other than during the breeding season 

(Behrends et al. 1986, Newmark and Jenkins 2000). They establish territories, and have been 

observed chasing conspecifics away from resource patches (Behrends et al. 1986). 

The greater Egyptian gerbil, Gerbillus pyramidum, are granivorous rodents belonging to the 

family Muridae, weighing ~ 40 grams (Francis 2010). It is predominantly a sandy soil specialist, 

passamophylic, and prefers semi-stabilized to migrating dunes. This species of gerbil is occurs 

throughout the Negev and Saharan Deserts (Soliman and Mohallal 2009, Francis 2010). This 

species similarly to the kangaroo rats, is a solitary species, pairing briefly for mating. It  is 

aggressive  in inter- and intra-species interactions (Abramsky et al. 1990, 1994, 2001, Ziv et al. 

1995, Ovadia et al. 2005, Soliman and Mohallal 2009).  
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 B. The Vivarium – experimental location 

Our experiment took place in a semi-natural arena, or vivarium, located at the Blaustein 

Institutes for Desert Research in Sede Boker, Israel. This enclosure was built to mimic desert 

sand dunes, and is covered with ~30 cm layer of sand.  The vivarium is 17 meters wide and 34 

meters long.  The space within the vivarium is divided into four quadrants where the North-

South partition is a hardwire cloth fence and the East-West partition is a sheet metal fence.  A 

fence made of sheet metal also enclosing the entire periphery of the vivarium.  Fencing goes to a 

height of a meter above ground level (1.5 for the sheet metal walls), and continues to 1.5 meters 

below ground. A chicken wire canopy encloses the vivarium; it contains owls within the 

vivarium for experiments and excludes unwanted wildlife. Each of the quadrants is separated 

from the others by studded, “S” shaped gates, which allow for movement of the rodents, but 

block viper movement.  

C. The experimental design  

The common garden experiments were run with Merriam’s Kangaroo Rats (Dipodomys 

merriami) between September 12th and November 1st, 2012 and with the Greater Egyptian 

Gerbils (Gerbillus pyramidum) between June 5th and July 26th, 2013. The experimental periods 

corresponded with the peak season of snake activity.   

In each of the experiments 16 rodents of the same species were introduced into the vivarium, 

four in every quadrant. The rodents were given three nights without predators to acclimate to the 

environment, and dig burrows.  

Prior to placement in the vivarium, the rodents were each injected subcutaneously with a 

uniquely numbered RFID PIT tag. Each quadrant was fitted with RFID logger systems placed 

under seed trays (see below) nearest to gates, model SQID (Vantro Systems), which allowed 
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monitoring of rodent movement between quadrants and the disappearance due to predation. 

Rodents that were preyed upon were replaced on nights when data collection was not done.   

Two snakes were released into each quadrant of the experiment (excluding the control) where 

one two quadrants had single species snake treatments and one with a snake of each species. The 

location of the patches where pit-vipers were released were on the southern half of the vivarium 

under permit restrictions. The single species treatment were on the eastern half in the gerbil 

experiment and in the western with the kangaroo rats.  

D. Snakes  

After the rodents were acclimated to the vivarium, snakes were introduced into the quadrants. 

For the experiment with gerbils, two Saharan horned vipers (Cerastes cerastes) were released 

into the NE quadrant, two sidewinder rattlesnakes (Crotalus cerastes) into the SE quadrant, one 

snake of each species in the SW quadrant, and no snakes were placed in the NW quadrant. For 

the kangaroo rats experiment the East and West design was mirrored to mitigate spatial effects of 

the physical environment none related to the predators.  .   

E. Microhabitat and data collection.  

Each quadrant in the vivarium contained 18 bush-topped trellises.   Each quadrat had 12 foraging 

patches (total of 48) that consisted of a  plastic tray (38 x 28 x 8 cm)  containing 3 liters of sifted 

dune sand into which we mixed 3 g of millet seeds. Within each quadrant six foraging patches 

were in open microhabitat, 10 cm away from a trellis, and six were under bush trellises. Trays 

that were under bushes were put in the open, and vice versa, after one moon cycle (one 

experimental month).  
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Every day the experiment was run, the sand from each tray as sifted and the millet taken to the 

lab and cleaned of husks and debris. The remaining seeds were weighed to nearest 0.01 of a 

gram to quantify the GUD of the foraging patch.  

F. Moon Phase and Owl Rotations  

Data were collected each month for 8 nights centered on the full moon phase and 8 nights 

centered on a new moon phase. These collection periods allowed a comparison of the darkest 

nights of the month to the most moonlit nights of the moon cycle, to test how rodents altered 

behavior in the presences of snakes with heat sensing ability versus snakes blinded by darkness.  

We released a barn owl (Tyto alba) into the vivarium for four nights of every moon phase, to 

observe the consequences of simultaneous exposure to owls and snakes; the owls present on no 

more than two consecutive nights. On nights between collection periods the rodents remained in 

the vivarium with the snakes in their perspective quadrates, but with no owl. In between the 

collection periods the rodents were fed in the food patches with RFID loggers, but no GUDs 

were measured.  

G. Data Analysis 

Data from giving up density experiment can be analyzed in numerous ways.  We analyzed two 

main types of data from this experiment: (i) the percentage of trays foraged, (ii) giving up 

densities. To analyze the main effects of each of our environmental (microhabitat, moon phase), 

predation (viper and owl), and temporal (month) variables on perceived risk (GUDs), we used 

log-linear models on the proportion of trays that were foraged (i). The GUDs were averaged by 

taking the mean of patches in each microhabitat within each quadrat for each collection day. This 

analysis, converging six food patches within one value, helped reduce noise, pseudo-replication, 

normalize the data, and remove edge and center effects. The GUD provides an insight to 

population decisions, and marginalizes individual rodent personality impact.  
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The averaged data as quantitative GUDs (in grams) was run through three general linear models 

(GLM) using SYSTAT13 (ii). One for each rodent species alone and one for both species 

combined, adding a species effect variable. Each model was comprised of every variable, used in 

the log-linear models, alone and all two- and three-way interactions. For significant variable 

variance, and two-way interactions, a post-hoc Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (THSD) 

test was run in order to ascertain which of the categories, within the significant variables, were 

significantly different from each other.  

Results 

A. Foraging efficiency  

Kangaroo rats and gerbils exhibited different patterns in foraging and responded differently to 

predation risk. Log-linear models, within multi-way contingency tables, per species provided an 

assessment of activity and microhabitat selection based on the frequency of foraged trays (Table 

4.4). The gerbils foraged a total of 67% of the trays in comparison to 88% for Merriam’s 

kangaroo rats. When partitioned into microhabitat use, gerbils foraged 67% of bush trays and 

48% of open trays, kangaroo rats had a similar trend where 91% of bush trays were foraged and 

compared with 85% of open trays. Both species increased the percent of foraged trays between 

the first and second month of the experiment; the percent of trays foraged increased by 6% for 

gerbils and 9% for kangaroo rats.  
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 G. Pyramidum D. merriami 

Var1 Var2 G df p-Value G df p-Value 

Month  5.129 1 0.024 11.018 1 0.001 

Micro  56.244 1 <0.001 8.207 1 0.004 

Quadrant  11.242 3 0.01 14.077 3 0.003 

Moon  12.133 1 <0.001 42.422 1 <0.001 

Owl  115.781 1 <0.001 5.074 1 0.024 

Owl X Moon 8.964 1 0.003 5.046 1 0.025 

Owl X Quadrant 0.891 3 0.828 1.051 3 0.789 

Owl X Micro 38.552 1 <0.001 0.04 1 0.841 

Owl X Month 1.746 1 0.186 0.233 1 0.63 

Moon X Quadrant 3.6 3 0.308 1.827 3 0.609 

Moon X Micro 20.19 1 <0.001 1.967 1 0.161 

Moon X Month 51.889 1 <0.001 0.521 1 0.47 

Quadrant X Micro 8.92 3 0.03 1.269 3 0.737 

Quadrant X Month 23.061 3 <0.001 1.752 3 0.625 

Micro X Month 32.66 1 <0.001 0.631 1 0.427 

 

Table 4.4. Log-linear models for gerbils (GP) and kangaroo rats (DM), based on interactions 

between frequency of foraged trays and the environmental and foraging variables. Month is a 

temporal variable from first to second month of the experiment. Micro is the microhabitat in 

which the tray was placed (open or bush). Quadrant is the quadrant of the vivarium containing 

vipers of difference types (horned vipers, pit vipers, both vipers, and a control). And owl is a 

rotation of nights with and without barn owls. 
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The average GUD for Gerbillus pyramidum was 2.249±0.05 grams, whereas its North American 

counterpart, Dipodomys merriami, foraged trays much more thoroughly with an average GUD of 

1.003±0.05 grams (Table 4.5).  Contrary to the log linear model for the number of visited trays, 

gerbils foraged trays to a lower average GUD in the quadrant with the novel sidewinder 

rattlesnakes (PV). The intensity of patch exploitation for kangaroo rats, as revealed by GUDs, is 

consistent with the log linear model, with more intense foraging in the quadrant with the 

evolutionarily known sidewinders. The kangaroo rats foraged more in the bush microhabitat 

despite it being the preferred microhabitat for the snakes. Contrastingly, gerbils responded to the 

snakes by increased foraging in the open (Figure 4.1).  

An analysis for gerbils only allowed us to explore three-way interactions that could not be 

included in the two-species model because of sample size restrictions (Table 4.6). A significant 

difference between months was observed, with a lower GUD in the second month. Merriam’s 

kangaroo rats, in contrast, did not show as much variation in GUDs between snake treatments. 

The overall GUD average was extremely low, with on average two thirds of all trays foraged. 
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Var 1 Var 2 
Type 

III SS 
df MS 

F-

Ratio 

P- 

Value 
Significant THSD Relation to prediction  

Overall Species 

difference 
167.9 1 167.9 434.57 <0.001 GP >DM SUPPORTED 

Viper  24.545 3 8.182 21.177 <0.001 GP (PV > HV) CONTRADICTED 

       DM (HV > PV) CONTRADICTED 

Micro  5.964 1 5.964 15.436 <0.001 DM (Bush > Open) CONTRADICTED 

       GP (Open > BUSH) SUPPORTED 

Owl  0.049 1 0.049 0.128 0.721   

Moon  6.274 1 6.274 16.24 <0.001 GP (Full > New) SUPPORTED 

       DM (New > Full) CONTRADICTED 

Micro X Viper 0.437 3 0.146 0.377 0.769   

Micro  X Owl 0.779 1 0.779 2.016 0.156   

Viper X Moon 7.427 3 2.476 6.408 <0.001 GP ((PV (Full>New)) SUPPORTED 

       DM ((PV(New> Full)) SUPPORTED 

       DM ((HV (New>Full)) SUPPORTED 

Error  164.19 425 0.386     

Table 4.5. ANOVA table for GLM of cross species interaction (N of 440, multiple R of 0.750 

and a (multiple R)2 of 0.562). GP stands for Egyptian gerbils and DM for kangaroo rats. All 

variables are crossed with rodent species. This table compares the environmental variables of 

microhabitat (micro) and moon phase (moon) that are associated with levels of light. It also 

compares predator variables such as viper treatments (viper) and bi-nightly rotations of owls 

(owl).  Significant variables were also tested in Tukey tests (THSD), and observations listed; 

these compared to predicted results.  
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Var 1 Var 2 Var 3 Type III SS df MS 
F-

Ratio 

p-

Value 
Significant THSD 

Relation to 

prediction 

Month     5.61 1 5.61 38.97 <0.001 1>2 CONTRADICTED 

Moon     0.01 1 0.01 0.09 0.76     

Owl     6.35 1 6.35 44.12 <0.001 Owl> No Owl SUPPORTED  

Micro     13.98 1 13.98 97.18 <0.001 Open> Bush SUPPORTED  

Viper     3.21 3 1.07 7.45 <0.001 

PV > (BV and 

HV) 
CONTRADICTED 

PV> HV SUPPORTED  

 Control > Vipers CONTRADICTED 

Moon X Month   9.16 1 9.16 63.70 <0.001 Full (1> 2) CONTRADICTED 

Owl X Month   0.36 1 0.36 2.47 0.118     

Micro X Month   0.29 1 0.29 2.01 0.158     

Viper X Month   6.73 3 2.24 15.60 <0.001 

PV (2 > 1) SUPPORTED  

2 (PV > HV) SUPPORTED  

Owl X Moon   0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.962     

Micro X Moon   2.41 1 2.41 16.74 <0.001     

Viper X Moon   4.19 3 1.40 9.70 <0.001 PV (Full>  New) CONTRADICTED 

Micro X Owl   0.13 1 0.13 0.88 0.35     

Viper X Owl   0.28 3 0.09 0.66 0.581     

Viper X Micro   0.35 3 0.12 0.81 0.489     

owl X Moon X Month 0.09 1 0.09 0.59 0.443     

Micro X Moon X Month 0.08 1 0.08 0.52 0.472     

Viper X Moon X Month 3.20 3 1.07 7.41 <0.001     

Micro X Moon X Owl 0.52 1 0.52 3.64 0.058     

Viper X Month X Owl 0.34 3 0.11 0.80 0.499     

Viper X Micro X Owl 0.42 3 0.14 0.97 0.41     

Error     21.87 152 0.14         
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Table 4.6. ANOVA table for GLM of responses to environment and predator variables in the 

gerbils (GP), N of 192, multiple R of 0.864, and a (multiple R)2 of 0.747. This table compares 

the environmental variables of microhabitat (micro) and moon phase (moon) that affect 

illumination. It also compares predator variables such as viper treatments (viper) and bi-nightly 

rotations of owls (owl). The viper treatment abbreviations: Saharan horned viper (HV), 

sidewinder rattlesnake (PV), and combined vipers (BV). Lastly, it compares the temporal 

variable of experimental month. Factor levels for significant variables were also tested using 

Tukey’s test of honest significant difference (THSD), and observed results compared to 

predicted results.  
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Figure 4.1. Least Squares mean of Giving Up Densities (GUDs) as based on Species assessment 

of risk in different microhabitats with barn owls and vipers and with vipers alone.  
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B. Novel Predator Less Risky at Start  

Both rodent species foraged more trays in the quadrant with the snake with which they share an 

evolutionary history. Gerbils foraged 81% of trays in the quadrant with the Saharan horned 

vipers (HVs) and 53% in the sidewinder rattlesnake quadrant (PVs). Kangaroo rats foraged 85% 

of trays in the sidewinder quadrant (PV) and only 78% in the presence of the HVs. With both 

snakes present, gerbils foraged 62% of trays and kangaroo rats 92%.  

Gerbils foraged more during the new moon conditions than the full moon. In contrast, kangaroo 

rats foraged more on moonlit nights than on dark new moon phase, consistent with the activity 

patterns of the snakes they evolved with. The viper treatments resulted in two unexpected results 

(1) gerbils left larger GUDs in the control than any treatment with snakes, and (2) GUD in the 

sidewinder rattlesnakes treatment were higher GUD than in the treatments of combined viper 

species or horned vipers (Table 4.6). This later result indicates that gerbils recognized the novel 

viper (PV) as a greater threat than the evolutionary known viper (HV).  

The kangaroo rats foraged less in lower light conditions (new moon) than in the full moon (Table 

4.7) consistent with the pit-viper activity pattern, with whom they evolved. They responded with 

increased fear of the section with two species of snakes than any one single species. They also 

foraged less in all viper treatments than in the control.  
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Var 1 Var 2 Var 3 
Type 

III SS 
df MS 

F-

Ratio 
p-Value Significant THSD Relation to prediction  

Month   0.114 1 0.11 0.38 0.538   

Moon   14.49 1 14.5 48.364 <0.001 New > Full SUPPORTED 

Owl   6.83 1 6.83 22.802 <0.001 Owl> No Owl SUPPORTED 

Micro   0.336 1 0.34 1.123 0.291   

Viper   32.08 3 10.7 35.705 <0.001 

BV> (HV or PV) SUPPORTED 

HV > PV CONTRADICTED 

Vipers > Control SUPPORTED 

Month X Moon  2.002 1 2.00 6.685 0.01 

New (1= 2) SUPPORTED 

Full ( 1= 2) SUPPORTED 

Month X Owl  0.283 1 0.28 0.945 0.332   

Month X Micro  0.931 1 0.93 3.107 0.079   

Viper X Month  2.61 3 0.87 2.905 0.036 HV (1= 2) CONTRADICTED 

Moon X Owl  0.022 1 0.02 0.073 0.787   

Moon X Micro  0.562 1 0.56 1.878 0.172   

Moon X Viper  11.14 3 3.71 12.397 <0.001 

HV (New > Full) CONTRADICTED 

PV (New > Full) SUPPORTED 

Micro X Owl  1.03 1 1.03 3.438 0.065   

Viper X Owl  0.153 3 0.051 0.171 0.916   

Viper X Micro  1.262 3 0.421 1.404 0.243   

Owl X Moon X Month 0.21 1 0.21 0.701 0.403   

Micro X Moon X Month 0 1 0 0.001 0.971   

Viper X Moon X Month 8.082 3 2.7 8.994 <0.001 

HV (New (2 > 1)) CONTRADICTED 

PV (New (1 = 2)) SUPPORTED 

BV (New (1 = 2)) CONTRADICTED 

Micro X Moon X Owl 0.217 1 0.22 0.723 0.396   

Viper X Moon X Owl 0.569 3 0.19 0.634 0.594   

Viper X Micro X Owl 0.218 3 0.07 0.242 0.867   

Error   65.3 218 0.3     
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Table 4.7. ANOVA table for GLM for effects of environment and predator variables in the 

Merriam’s Kangaroo Rat (DM) on GUDs, N of 256, multiple R of 0.751, and a (multiple R)2 of 

0.564. This table compares the environmental variables of microhabitat (micro) and moon phase 

(moon) that affect illumination. It also compares predator variables such as viper treatments 

(viper) and bi-nightly rotations of owls (owl). The viper treatment abbreviations: Saharan horned 

viper (HV), sidewinder rattlesnake (PV), and combined vipers (BV). Lastly it compares the 

temporal variable of experimental month. Differences between levels of significant variables 

were also tested using Tukey’s test of honest significant difference (THSD), and observations 

compared to predicted results.  
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C. Assessment of risk from novel vipers: pit-viper pose greater risk  

In regards to moon phase, we predicted that gerbils would be less fearful in new moons and did 

indeed forage 60% of trays in the new moon and only 53% in the full moon. In contrast, 

kangaroo rats foraged more trays at the full moon, with 94% of trays foraged contrasted with 

82% in the new moon.  

The interaction of moon and viper treatment (Figure 4.2) showed an increase in foraging within 

both single viper treatments during the full moon for kangaroo rats, supporting our predictions 

that the kangaroo rats would perceive snakes as more dangerous in new moons, as a result of its 

evolutionary history with a pit viper. The gerbils responded according to predictions as well, 

perceiving snakes as a greater threat in full moon, but acted counter our predictions with the pit-

vipers by not responding to their ability to “see” in dark nights.  

The gerbils showed growing foraging costs (higher GUD) to the risk posed by PV in the second 

month.  We found no difference related to increase in risk assessment on the new moon (Figure 

4.3, A), however, we found a significant decrease in GUD in all but the PV treatment in the full 

moon (B). The response of rodents to risk posed by the novel sidewinders did not show expected 

trends of higher GUDs in the new moon. 

The kangaroo rat behavior  contradicted our prediction in response to the novel horned viper; 

despite the horned vipers’ difficulty on dark nights, the rodents avoided those quadrants more 

than they did those containing the known pit-vipers (Table 4.7).  The analysis showed us that 

with the month effect, the kangaroo rats showed a growing respect, increase in GUD,  to the risk 

posed by the novel horned vipers (Figure 4.4, A).  
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Figure 4.2 Effect of vipers on rodent GUDs for (A) new moon and (B) Full moon. The ** signal 

represents a bias for the gerbil population (GP) in the control section, where many individual 

rodents were captured by the barn owls.  
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Figure 4.3. Effects of vipers on GUDs for the first and second experimental months in Gerbillus 

pyramidum (GP) for (A) new moon and (B) full moon. 
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Figure 4.4. GUDs of kangaroo rats (Dipodomys merriami) during the first and second months in 

response to vipers at A) new moon and (B) full moon.   
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D. Second guild of predators.   

Both species responded predation risk from the snakes and owls, but patterns different between 

species. Moon phase should affect risk of predation from owls (Dice 1945, Kotler et al. 1991, 

1992, Embar et al. 2014) as well risk from the different snake species. The gerbil population 

reduced the frequency of foraged trays from 70% to 58% when owls were present and foraged 

19% more trays in bush microhabitat than out in the open. Similarly, the kangaroo rats reduced 

foraging from 91% of the trays to 85% with the presence of owls, and foraged 12% more in the 

bush microhabitat.   

The gerbils preferred the open habitat over the bush and foraged less when owl were in the 

vivarium (Table 4.6). The kangaroo rats population responded as predicted by foraging less 

when owls were in the vivarium (Table 4.7). The kangaroo rats, in contrast to the gerbils, showed 

a significant decrees in GUDs in the second month of the experiment (Figure 4.4), however most 

of interactions between variables were made insignificant statistically by the efficient foraging 

this species exhibited.  

Discussion    

Both rodents responded to predation risk, both ranked owls as a greater risk than any type of 

viper, and both ranked their respectively novel viper as a greater risk than the one that is 

evolutionarily known to them (Figure 4.2). Both species ranked the Saharan horned viper as a 

greater risk on moon lit nights (full moon) than on the dark nights of the new moon (Table 4.4). 

This experimental setup found a large divergence in species behavior  and risk assessment. Very 

few of the behavior s were convergent, contrasting to our predictions. However some similarities 

were found between the two species.   
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(1) An increase in perception of risk in the second month, where a habituation trend of lowering 

of risk in the second month was observed. (2) We found that the interaction of moon phase with 

viper treatment was significant, suggesting that moon light affects the perceived risk of snakes in 

the eyes of the rodents, a trend described by Kotler et al. (1992, 1993a). (3) Both rodent 

populations reduced foraging activity, on nights with owl rotation (Figure 4.1).   

The habituation trend suggests not a lessening in perceived risk, but a better use of the resources 

to minimize the risk. A spatial analysis of this would reveal that the trends of risk posed at a 

location just increase over time (Bleicher et al, in works) with safe patches getting exploited 

more, and risky patches less (Table 4.4). The interaction between moonlight and the snakes, 

although significant for both species, results in opposite trends where snakes are considered safer 

in the new moon by the gerbils, yet more dangerous at that time by the kangaroo rats.  The 

evolutionary history of each of these species explains why this may be the case. Gerbils evolved 

with snakes that have compromised vision and hunting abilities, in new moon conditions. The 

kangaroo rats, on the other hand, evolved with snakes that have an advantage over them in the 

dark conditions. The owl effect did not come as a surprise and supports what has already been 

found on both these families’ response to owls (Lockard and Owings 1974, Brown et al. 1988, 

Kotler et al. 1992, 2010, Abramsky et al. 1997, Rosenzweig et al. 1997, St. Juliana et al. 2011). 

Response to snakes varied between the species. Both species ranked the viper they evolved with 

as a greater threat, with gerbils having a higher GUD around the horned vipers than around the 

pit-vipers. In contrast, kangaroo rats did not differ in their response to snakes, although there was 

a trend of ranking the sidewinders as a greater threat (insignificant statistically). The temporal 

effect showed a change in perception of the novel viper. Gerbils feared the pit-vipers more than 

the horned vipers after apparently learning their behavioral patterns; however, the response was 
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not particularly manifested in the expected new moon period. The kangaroo rats also changed 

their perception of the horned vipers, however this was mostly during the new moon period and 

not when these snakes were more active.   

Similarly, the combined viper treatment resulted in opposite trends in the rodents as well. Gerbils 

responded with higher GUDs to this treatment, while kangaroo rats responded with lower GUDs, 

fearing each viper separately more than the combined treatment (Figure 4.2). Observations 

showed that the snakes were responding by increased movement in that quadrant (Embar et al. 

2014). The overall trends of lower GUDs of the kangaroo rats may offer some insight here. The 

kangaroo rats do not appear to be responding with great fear to the snakes. Increased movement 

of the snakes may make them more obvious in the environment, thus providing the rodents with 

information about areas to avoid, while stationary snakes are more effective as ambush 

predators. The increased activity of the snakes in the kangaroo rat experiment may have come to 

be as a result of harassment by the rodents (Randall, 1997). The gerbils in contrast, show higher 

avoidance of snakes, and are less agile at escaping them (a total of 4 out of 16 eaten in 

comparison with nil for kangaroo rats). Thus, increased viper activity, is likely marking this 

quadrant as a riskier place to be for Gerbils, and giving more information to the kangaroo rats, 

making it safer for them. A caveat in the gerbil behavior  is the high GUDs in the control section. 

We attribute this to the high owl predation cost in this section. Three of the gerbils that were fell 

prey to owls were last observed in the control RFID loggers, and then in the owl pellets.  

One of the most intriguing fact is the increase in GUD in the second month as observed in the 

kangaroo rats in contact with the horned vipers (Figure 4.4). Unexpectedly, we observed that the 

aggressiveness of the horned vipers while handling prey greatly exceeded that of the pit viper, 

the sidewinder rattlesnakes. It appears that there may be a tradeoff between the precision of 
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attack provided by the infra-red vision and the robustness (and likelihood) of attack shown by the 

horned vipers. Given the learning effect in kangaroo rats shows increased respect to this novel 

viper, it suggests that they are responding to them in this way. 

What this experiment highlighted is the importance of the evolutionary history for 

preinclinations in how individuals manages risk. Evolving with more lethal predators, such as 

heat sensing pit-vipers, means that your adaptations are more sophisticated than those of a 

species that did not evolve with such snakes. We found that both species assessed the risk posed 

by the novel snakes, using initial evaluations set by their evolutionary past. To Mojave species, 

new moons with their star-light levels of illumination means reduced visibility to yourself and an 

advantage to predators. To Negev species, on the other hand, a dark night is safer, therefore 

treating the predators as if they do not see you, at times bringing on your own demise as a result.  

To tie back to the main themes of this paper, we can examine the results in a macro-evolutionary 

perspective. Are the rodents behavior ally convergent, or do they only look similar? We found 

that the plasticity of response to predators is greater in gerbils than in kangaroo rats. We attribute 

the result of two evolutionary contributing factors in the kangaroo rats: (1) A greater diversity of 

competitors in the Mojave granivorous community (Davidson et al. 1980), and (2) the evolution 

alongside predators that have the ability to see them, regardless of the environmental condition. 

The granivorous community in the Negev desert in contrast is made up of predominantly two 

gerbil species  (Abramsky et al. 2001) with low densities of two more gerbil species G. gerbillus 

and G. henleyi (Brown et al. 1994b). The snakes in the Negev also have a more relaxed selective 

effect (Sih et al. 2010), where the lower lethality allows for a more plastic response to the 

predation risk.  
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Do we find evidence that the traits we perceived as constraint-breaking adaptations actually are 

such? The answer that that is in-conclusive. We find no evidence that the rodents fear of the pit-

vipers was greater than for the horned vipers. Strengthening the counter argument is the fact that 

the horned vipers preyed on three gerbils (and no kangaroo rats) and the pit-vipers failed to prey 

on any rodents in the experiment. On the other hand, the kangaroo rats showed a clear advantage 

over the gerbils. The inconclusiveness here however is driven by the lack of a direct competition 

experiment that actually pits them one against the other, competing for the same resources. The 

low GUDs, coupled with the low mortality rates, suggest that the kangaroo rats have the 

evolutionary “tools” to manage predation risk to the maximum. The cheek pouches allow them 

to maximize the use of foraging bouts allowing for a varied diet (Davidson et al. 1980). Coupled 

with a bipedal agility which allows them to leap out of harm’s way in 360º, and deter predators 

by kicking sand in their direction (Randall 1993), we suggest that they should be considered of 

high risk to becoming invasive, with precedence already set (Long 2003b). The question to be 

posed now is whether the cheek pouches alone give advantage, or is it the locomotion that gives 

the kangaroo rats the edge (part II)?      

In conclusion, the answer to the question of constraint breaking adaptions as tools for high risk 

biological invasion came out inconclusive. The visually convergent rodents form the Mojave and 

Negev showed a complete set of strategies that were adapt at facing the predator with whom they 

evolved, and as such were unique to the each species. Lastly, both rodents showed a 

reassessment of the risk that both and known and novel snakes pose to them, each species  
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V. Cross-Continental Common Garden Experiments Exposing Desert Rodents to 

Evolutionarily Novel and Known Vipers: II. Heteromyid rodents provide examples of 

opposite extremes in adaptations to viper evasion. 

Abstract 

In a series of common garden experiment we evaluated the response of two species of 

heteromyid rodents, from the Mojave Desert, to predation risk from vipers. In our semi-natural 

arena (vivarium) in Sede Boker, Israel, the populations faced both known and novel snakes the 

fill convergent roles in sand dunes in the Mojave and Negev Deserts. The aim of the research 

was to observe whether the rodents were able to discern between their known snake, the 

sidewinder rattlesnake (a pit-viper), and the novel Saharan horned viper, a snake limited in 

activity by moonlight. Both rodents responded to snakes with a non-discriminatory approach 

between predator species, however at opposite extremes of the adaptive landscape.  Desert 

pocked mice (Cheatodipus penicillatus) avoided all snakes, while Merriam’s kangaroo rats 

(Dipodomys merriami) were willing to risk encounters with both snakes. Our findings of risk 

taking behavior in the kangaroo rats is may be a result of the escape mechanism they evolved in 

the form of bi-pedal agility, while pocket mice, primarily quadrapedal, are forced to avoid snakes 

to lower the risk of predation at a great energetic cost.  

Introduction 

Heteromyid rodents, in the Mojave, Sonoran and Chihuahuan Deserts have been studied for 

decades as a model system, studying coexistence (Rosenzweig 1973b, Davidson et al. 1980, 

Bowers and Brown 1982, Price and Brown 1983, Kotler and Brown 1988, Brown 1989a, b, 

Brown and Zeng 1989, Brown et al. 2002), predator evasion (Rosenzweig et al. 1974, Kotler et 

al. 1988, Daly et al. 1992, Bouskila 1995, Randall 1997) and environmental impacts of these 

rodents on their environment (Rosenzweig and Winakur 1969, Davidson et al. 1982, Heske et al. 

1993). In this experiment we return to question of morphology and the ability to manage 
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predation risk, both from known predators, and to exposure to a novel predator from a 

convergent desert system in the Middle East.  

Here we address a comparison of two related heteromyid species, the desert pocket mouse 

(Cheatodipus penicillatus (previously Perognathus penicillatus)) and Merriam’s kangaroo rat 

(Dipodomys merriami). Both species being psammophyllic, however have been known to 

venture into mixed substrate habitats(Lancaster 2000, Chebes 2002). They are both seed 

specialists, however the kangaroo rats (DM) are opportunistic foragers, feeding on a variety of 

seed types (Davidson et al. 1980) while the pocket mice (CP) predominantly forage on creosote. 

These two species coexist not only by resource partitioning, but also by habitat selection 

(Rosenzweig 1973b, Thompson 1982b), seasonal and temporal partitioning (Brown 1989a), and 

lastly by the amount of risk they take in foraging (Brown et al. 1988).  

The majority of the research, dedicated to predation risk, has been focused on owl predation. 

However, the deserts of the southwestern USA, are a diversity “hot spot” for vipers and other 

reptilian predators. We know that kangaroo rats manage predation risk from snakes by avoiding 

bush microhabitat and preferring to forage in full moon conditions (Bouskila 1995). Kangaroo 

rats also have been documented to signal to predators that their location is known using foot 

drumming (Randall 1993, 1997, 2001). Little is known in regards to pocket mice response to 

predation by snakes, however a pattern of preferring habitat under creosote bushes (Davidson et 

al. 1980) would put them under increased risk from ambushing snakes.   

In this experiment we are posing three main questions: (1) do kangaroo rats and pocket mice 

respond in a similar manner to predation risk by snakes? (2) Does a combination of predators 

(added owl) affect the risk of habitats (making the open microhabitat riskier)? (3) Can 
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heteromyid rodents respond to a snake that they did not evolve with? (3b) If so, is a snake a 

snake? Or are they aware to the fact that the Saharan horned vipers (Cerastes cerastes) (HV) is 

“blind” on dark nights due to a lack of heat sensing pits? 

To gain insight to the thought process we compared foraging activity of both rodent under the 

same treatments of predation risk. The theory (Brown 1988) states that the greater the risk sensed 

by a forager in an environment, the lower the foraging activity will be in that location and a 

greater density of food will remain untouched in food patches. The giving up density (GUD), the 

food remaining in a patch post foraging activity, has been proved useful and accurate as a 

measure of predation risk in many species (Bedoya-Perez et al. 2013). We approached each of 

the using an overall assessment of foraging to compare the species to each other and a 

combination of predation and environmental factors to assess the risk in the environment and the 

perceived “image” of the snakes they face. Given adjustment of population size to biomass of the 

total population we predict a similar total resource use. However will our prediction of similar 

response to the risks be maintained? 

Predictions - Environmental Effects   

We predicted to that the rodents will forage more during the full moon than the new moon 

(Loongland and Price 1991, Upham and Hafner 2013). Both heteromyids have an evolutionary 

history with snakes that have an advantage in dark nights, the sidewinder, a pit-viper (PV), which 

shows increased activity during the new moon (Clarke et al. 1996). Therefor the new moon 

period of the month, as a result of increased vulnerability to predation, this would result in lower 

foraging activity .We therefore predict to find higher GUDs during the new moon both species.  

Based on previous work, we expected the bush environments to be of greater risk (Bouskila 

1995) and to find higher GUDs there when faced only with snakes.  
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Predictions - Predation Risk Manipulations.  

Previous work with desert rodents suggest that when faced with predation risk from both snakes 

and owls, rodents will prefer the habitat with snakes over the predation risk from owls (Brown et 

al. 1988, Kotler et al. 1992, Embar et al. 2014). Thus we expected the rodents of both species to 

respond to owls by foraging more in the bushes and avoid the open microhabitat on those nights 

when owls are rotated in the vivarium (Brown et al. 1988, Kotler et al. 1991). For the 

interactions of snakes and moonlight we defined two scenarios. The experiment ran for two 

months, allowing for observation of changes in risk perception. If assessment of lethality of the 

snakes is done, on the second month of the experiment the rodents should learn that the novel 

HV, is less lethal on dark nights (new moons) than the pit vipers they evolutionarily know. Thus 

resulting in lower GUDs in the HV section. However, if they do not assess the risk, and they 

treat both snakes as the same threat category, the response to both snakes should be with higher 

GUDs in the new moon.  

Methods 

A. The Rodent species  

The rodent family Heteromyidea is a American family stretching in range from northern South 

America to the high deserts and grasslands of Western and Central North-America, it consists of 

59 species, all defined primarily by their fur lined cheek pouches (Myers 2001). The origin of 

this family lays in tropical environment from which they radiated and inhabited arid 

environments, with which they are most well recognized today. Some 20 million years ago, a 

split occurred within the family resulting in two sister phyla, pocket mice (Pergonathus (split to 

Cheatodipus)) and kangaroo rats (Dipodomys)(Wahlert 1993, Alexander and Riddle 2005, 

Anderson et al. 2006, Hafner et al. 2007).  
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Dipodomys merriami is a solitary granivorous rodent, it is found throughout the Mojave, 

Sonoran, and Chihuahuan Deserts, predominantly in sandy and sandy loam habitats.  It weighs 

on average 45 grams. The adults are solitary, and briefly couple for mating. Females may have 

multiple litters a year, with a gestation period of 28 days, and they live on average 8.7 years 

(Lancaster 2000). Kangaroo rats have many adaptations to handling the sandy desert 

environments in which they live, these include, bi-pedal locomotion, hairy feet, and nocturnal 

activity to avoid the heat.  

Cheatodipus penicillatus, is a smaller granivorous rodent that it is found throughout the Mojave, 

Sonoran, and Chihuahuan Deserts (Chebes 2002). They range in weight from 11-22 grams, and 

dig burrows in sandy loams to rocky and clay soils (Arnold 1942, Brylski 2000). The average life 

span of the pocket mice is about 1 year (Bradley 1997) and little is known about their breading 

habits. The pocket mice are quadrapedal and are active mostly nocturnally. 

B. Vipers  

Similarly, in the western North American deserts the snakes also brought with them, in 

colonization, an evolutionary constraint breaking adaptation over other species of snake 

predators in the habitat. The genus Crotalus, is a genus of pit vipers, meaning they have heat 

sensing organs that allows for a form of night vision. This trait can be traced back to a split in the 

Viperidae taxon, giving birth to the heat sensing pits occurred between 37-50 million years ago 

(mya) based on molecular testing and likely occurred in south-eastern Asia (Wüster et al. 2008). 

Another split give way to the family Crotalinae some 31mya.  

This tool, clearly gave an advantage to the families who had that trait, by allowing them activity 

in low light conditions, and precision in attack of prey at the most vulnerable (heat emitting) 

body parts. Many have predicted that in direct competition the heat sensing pits will allow the 
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New World snakes to replace the Old World ones (Rosenzweig and Mccord 1991, Vincent and 

Brown 2005). We identified two species of snakes to use for the comparison, the first from the 

environment from which the rodents came, Crotalus cerastes, the sidewinder rattlesnake, that 

belongs to the pit-viper category, and the other, Cerastes cerastes, the Saharan horned viper, a 

similar looking species, with a similar locomotion mechanism, but lacking the heat sensing 

ability.  

C. Species Collection: 

We used populations of two Heteromyid rodents, Merriam’s kangaroo rats (Dipodomys 

merriami), and desert pocket mice (Cheatodipus penicillatus). Both these species naturally co-

occur and were collected in the San Bernandino Valley in Southern Arizona (Latitude 31.380515 

Longitude -109.190712) over the spring of 2012. After a period of one month acclimation to lab 

conditions, they were shipped to Israel and housed at the Blaustein Institutes for Desert Research 

at Sede Boqer. The predators were collected from dense population cites, primarily, the Avra 

Valley (Latitude 32.384510 Longitude -111.504707)  in Arizona for the sidewinder rattlesnakes 

(Crotalus cerastes) and the Be’er Milka sand dunes (Latitude 30.910132 Longitude 34.388752) 

in the Israeli Negev desert for Saharan horned vipers (Cerastes cerastes). That same summer the 

populations were experimented on in the semi natural arena secured for experiments with non-

native species in the Blaustein Institutes for Desert Research, at Sede Boker, Israel.   

D. The Vivarium – experimental site 

The experimental enclosure, vivarium, was built to mimic desert sand dunes, and is covered with 

a 30 cm layer of sand.  The vivarium is 17 meters wide and 34 meters long.  The space within the 

vivarium is divided into four quadrants where the separation North-South is done with a 

hardwire cloth fence and the East-West separation is done with a sheet metal fence which 

encloses the entire periphery of the enclosure.  The fencing goes to a higher of a meter above 
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ground level, and continues to 1.5 meters below ground. A chicken wire canopy encloses the 

vivarium in a manner allowing for owls to be released in the vivarium, yet keeping out unwanted 

wildlife. Each of the quadrants is separated by rodent “S” shaped gates that allow for movement 

of the rodents and block snake movement.  

E. The experimental set up  

The common garden experiments were ran with the Desert Pocket Mice (Cheatodipus 

penicillatus) from July 15th to September 4th 2012 and with Merriam’s Kangaroo Rats 

(Dipodomys merriami) between September 12th and November 1st, 2012. The experiments were 

correlated with the peak season of snake activity.   

For each of the experiments we calibrated the number of animals based on overall biomass, 

therefore we used 16 kangaroo rats and 24 pocket mice. Each species was run separately, where 

four were released in every quadrant of the vivarium (6 for pocket mice). The rodents were given 

three nights, predator free, to acclimate to the environment and dig burrows.  

Prior to entry to the experiment the rodents were injected subcutaneously with an RFID pit tag. 

Each quadrant was fitted with RFID logger systems, SQID (Vantro Systems), which allowed 

monitoring of rodent movement between quadrants and their disappearance due to predation. 

Rodents that were preyed upon, were replaced on nights where data was not collected.      

F. Microhabitat and data collection.  

Each quadrant in the vivarium was fitted with 18 bush topped trellises which allow for cover of a 

three liter sand tray, acting as a food patch. Each quadrat had a dozen food patches (total of 48), 

of which six were in open microhabitat, 10 cm away from the trellis, and six under bush trellises. 

The location of bush and open patches was flipped after one experimental month.  
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Each food patch contained three grams of millet mixed thoroughly in three liters of sifted dune 

sand. Every day the experiment was run the sand trays were sifted and the milled taken to the lab 

and cleaned of husks and debris and weighed to the 1/100th of a gram to measure the GUD of the 

tray.  

G. Moon Phase and Owl rotations  

Data were collected for eight nights centered on the full moon phase; and eight nights centered 

on a new moon phase. These collection periods provide a comparison of the darkest nights of the 

month to the most moonlit nights of the month. Given the obstruction of vision to the rodents, 

the PV with heat sensing ability, and HV blind on dark nights, the measure of risk would vary 

between moon phases.  We released a barn owl (Tyto alba), for four staggered nights within 

every moon phase to observe a predator facilitation effect. On nights between collection periods 

the rodents remained in the vivarium with the snakes in their perspective quadrates but no owl 

was added. In-between the collection periods the rodents were fed in the food patches over the 

RFID readers, but no GUD were measured.  

After the rodents were acclimated to the vivarium, snakes were introduced into the quadrants. 

Two Saharan horned vipers (Cerastes cerastes) were released into the NW quadrant, two 

sidewinder rattlesnakes (Crotalus cerastes) into the SW quadrant, one snake of each species in 

the SE quadrant, and non to the NE quadrant.  

H. Data Analysis 

To analyze the main effects of each of our environmental (microhabitat, moon phase), predation 

(snake and owl) and temporal (month) variables, we ran log linear models on the proportion of 

trays that were foraged. The GUDs were averaged by microhabitat within each quadrat for each 

collection day helping to reduce noise, avoid pseudo-replication, helps normalize the data 
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(central limit theorem), remove day effects within a moon phase, and remove edge and center 

effects. This means that every data point represents the averaging of six food patches within the 

same quadrant. The GUD provides population decisions, and removes individual gerbil 

personality.  

The averaged data was run through three general linear models (GLM), one for each species 

alone and one for both species combined, adding a species effect variable. Per species models 

were run to address the sample size limitations for the cross effects in the multi-species model.  

We constructed the models of each predation and environmental variable alone and all two and 

three way interactions. For variables (and interactions) that were significant in the GLM models, 

a post-hoc Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (THSD) test was run to compare the effects 

between the categories within each of the variable and interactions.    

Results 

Comparing the foraging behavior of these two species extreme differences are easily observed 

(Table 5.2). Desert pocket mice foraged a total of only in 43±0.02% of trays over the two month 

experiment. Merriam’s kangaroo rats contrarily, foraged in 89±0.02% of trays. Not only did the 

pocket mice population not forage a large amount of the trays in total, they only foraged 13% of 

the food in trays on average (Table 5.1). In comparison, kangaroo rats foraged and average of 

66% of the food available in trays. 
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    D. Merriami C. 

Penicillatus 

Var 1 Var 2 G Df p-Value G df p-Value 

Month   11.018 1 0.001 3.482 1 0.062 

Micro   8.207 1 0.004 2 1 0.157 

Quad   14.077 3 0.003 140.918 3 <0.001 

Moon   42.422 1 <0.001 2.815 1 0.093 

Owl   5.074 1 0.024 42.129 1 <0.001 

Micro X Month 0.631 1 0.427 1.135 1 0.287 

Quad X Month 1.752 3 0.625 18.922 3 <0.001 

Moon X Month 0.521 1 0.47 1.848 1 0.174 

Owl X Month 0.233 1 0.63 1.795 1 0.18 

Quad X Micro 1.269 3 0.737 3.019 3 0.389 

Moon X Micro 1.967 1 0.161 0.004 1 0.949 

Owl X Micro 0.04 1 0.841 0.357 1 0.55 

Moon X Quad 1.827 3 0.609 43.082 3 <0.001 

Owl X Quad 1.051 3 0.789 1.291 3 0.731 

Owl X Moon 5.046 1 0.025 3.745 1 0.053 

Table 5.1 Log linear Model for proportion of foraged trays in both desert pocket mice (CP) and 

Merriam’s kangaroo rat (DM) as explained by environmental conditions (moon phase (moon) 

and microhabitat (micro). As explained by predation risk factors, snake treatment designated by 

quadrant (quad) and owl rotations (owl). As temporally effected by the month of the experiment 

(month) and by all the interactions of up to two variables. 
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Var1 Var 2  Var 3 Type 

III SS 

df MS F  P Significant THSD 

Species   325.3 1 325.3 1,116.41 <0.001 CP >DM 

Species X Snake   7.58 3 2.53 8.666 <0.001 CP (PV > HV) 

   DM (HV > PV) 

   CP 

(Control > HV) 

Species X Micro  0.06 1 0.06 0.188 0.665   

Species X Owl  0.37 1 0.37 1.26 0.262   

Species X Moon   3.70 1 3.70 12.704 <0.001 CP (Full > New) 

   DM  

(New > Full) 

Species X Snake  X Micro 0.49 3 0.17 0.565 0.638   

Species X Owl X Micro 0.34 1 0.34 1.151 0.284   

Species X Snake  X Moon 1.66 3 0.55 1.901 0.128   

Error   142.5 489 0.29       

 

Table 5.2 ANOVA table for GLM of cross species interaction (N of 504, multiple R of 0.802 

and a (multiple R)2 of 0.709). CP stands for Desert Pocket Mice and DM for kangaroo rats. All 

variables are crossed with rodent species. This table compares the environmental variables as 

microhabitat (micro) and moon phase (moon) as a factor of light. It also compares predator 

variables such as snake treatments (snake) and bi-nightly rotations of owls (owl).  Significant 

variables were also tested in Tukey’s test of honest significant difference (THSD), and 

observations listed, these are noted and compared to predicted results.  
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The two species GLM (Table 5.2) had a fairly strong explanatory power with a multiple R2 of 

0.709 and an N of 504.  In this model the strength of the explanatory power lays predominantly 

in the clear difference between the species. The interaction of species with microhabitat did not 

produce significant results. Moonlight affected the foraging of the pocket mice population with a 

higher GUD in the full moon nights. The kangaroo rats however, responded in the opposite 

manner foraging less on the dark nights of new moon. Due to the difference between the species 

the data lends itself better to separated result sub sections, one for each species.  

A. Merriam’s kangaroo rats 

The kangaroo rats, who foraged a greater proportion of trays, showed a difference in proportion 

based on environmental (Moon phase, microhabitat), predation (snakes, owls) and temporal 

(month) treatments (Table 5.1). The kangaroo rat population responded with less foraging in the 

quadrant with the HV than the PV. To understand the full interaction within each species, up to 

three way interactions, we ran separate models for each of the species.   

The GLM for Merriam’s kangaroo rats alone (borrowed from part I) showed multiple R2 of 

0.594 and an N of 248 (Table 5.3). The kangaroo rat population did not show a significant 

change in overall response to the experiment from one month to the other. They responded with 

greater fear, higher GUD, to the novel predator, the Saharan horned viper (HV) than the know 

snake, the sidewinder rattlesnake (PV). This increase in perception of risk (GUD) however is 

greatly influenced by the measurements in the second month (Figure 5.2). The kangaroo rats 

responded in the second month to the HV in a pattern predicted for the PV, higher GUD in the 

dark nights of the new moon. However they respond to the PV in a pattern opposite to that which 
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we expected, with decreased fear (and GUDs) in the new moon and increased in the lit nights of 

the full moon.  

B. Desert pocket mice  

Given the high GUDs of pocket mice, a hyper sensitivity to predation cues, few variables 

effected the decision whether to forage more or fewer trays, and those included presence or 

absence of any predator snake, and the effects of added owls (Table 5.1). The interaction of 

moon phase and a temporal effect (month) also affected the pocket mice’s proportion of foraged 

trays. We found that the pocket mice population responded as predicted and feared the 

evolutionarily known sidewinder rattlesnake (PV) more that the novel Saharan horned viper 

(HV). 

For the desert pocket mice model showed a multiple R2 of 0.422 and N of 256 (Table 5.4). The 

main effects (singe variables) showed a significance only in the predation manipulations. An owl 

increases the GUD, and snake quadrants result in higher GUDs than the control. The interaction 

of two snake species causes the GUD to be higher than any one species alone. The population 

perceived the novel snakes (HV) as a greater risk in the dark nights of the new moon phase 

(Figure 3). The response to the know PV did not statistically differ by moonlight, nor by 

experimental month (post hoc test of honest significance (THSD) with P values greater than 

0.05). The response to the novel HV, in contrast, increased in the dark nights of the new moon 

from the first to the second month, and decreased in the moon lit full moon phase.  
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Var 1 Var 2 Var 3 
Type 

III SS 
df MS F-Ratio p-Value Significant THSD 

Month   0.114 1 0.11 0.38 0.538  

Moon   14.49 1 14.5 48.36 <0.001 New > Full 

Owl   6.83 1 6.83 22.80 <0.001 Owl> No Owl 

Micro   0.336 1 0.34 1.123 0.291  

Viper   32.08 3 10.7 35.71 <0.001 

BV > (HV or PV) 

HV > PV 

Vipers > Control 

Month X Moon  2.002 1 2.00 6.685 0.01 

New (1= 2) 

Full ( 1= 2) 

Month X Owl  0.283 1 0.28 0.945 0.332  

Month X Micro  0.931 1 0.93 3.107 0.079  

Viper X Month  2.61 3 0.87 2.905 0.036 HV (1= 2) 

Moon X Owl  0.022 1 0.02 0.073 0.787  

Moon X Micro  0.562 1 0.56 1.878 0.172  

Moon X Viper  11.14 3 3.71 12.47 <0.001 

HV (New > Full) 

PV (New > Full) 

Micro X Owl  1.03 1 1.03 3.438 0.065  

Viper X Owl  0.153 3 0.051 0.171 0.916  

Viper X Micro  1.262 3 0.421 1.404 0.243  

Owl X Moon X Month 0.21 1 0.21 0.701 0.403  

Micro X Moon X Month 0 1 0 0.001 0.971  

Viper X Moon X Month 8.082 3 2.7 8.994 <0.001 

HV (New (2 > 1)) 

PV (New (1 = 2)) 

BV (New (1 = 2)) 

Micro X Moon X Owl 0.217 1 0.22 0.723 0.396  

Viper X Moon X Owl 0.569 3 0.19 0.634 0.594  

Viper X Micro X Owl 0.218 3 0.07 0.242 0.867  

Error   65.3 218 0.3    
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Table 5.3 (Borrowed from Part I) ANOVA table for GLM of environmental and predatory 

variables responses in the Merriam’s Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys merriami (DM)), N of 256, 

multiple R of 0.751, and a (multiple R)2 of 0.564. This table compares the environmental 

variables as microhabitat (micro) and moon phase (moon) as a factor of light. It also compares 

predator variables such as viper treatments (viper) and bi-nightly rotations of owls (owl). The 

viper treatment abbreviations: Saharan horned viper (HV), sidewinder rattlesnake (PV), and 

combined vipers (BV). Lastly it compares the temporal variable of experimental month. 

Significant variables were also tested in Tukey’s test of honest significant difference (THSD), 

and observations listed, these are noted and compared to predicted results. 
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Var1 Var 2 Var 3 Type 

III SS 

df MS F-Ratio p-Value Significant THSD 

Month     0.13 1 0.126 1.493 0.223   

Moon     0.1 1 0.098 1.164 0.282   

Owl     2.2 1 2.196 25.963 <0.001 Owl> No Owl 

Micro     0.04 1 0.042 0.497 0.481   

Snake     6 3 1.999 23.634 <0.001 Both < PV 

Snakes > Control 

Month X Moon   0.03 1 0.027 0.324 0.57   

Month X Owl   0.01 1 0.013 0.157 0.692   

Month X Micro   1.07 1 1.071 12.658 <0.001   

Month X Snake   0.2 3 0.067 0.788 0.502   

Moon X Owl   0.13 1 0.133 1.571 0.211   

Moon X Micro   0.14 1 0.141 1.665 0.198   

Moon X Snake   2.08 3 0.694 8.203 <0.001 HV (New >  Full) 

Micro X Owl   0 1 0.003 0.033 0.857   

Viper X Owl   0.15 3 0.051 0.606 0.612   

Viper X Micro   0.13 3 0.042 0.496 0.685   

Month X Moon X Owl 0.01 1 0.009 0.102 0.75   

Month X Moon X Micro 0.28 1 0.283 3.34 0.069   

Month X Moon X Snake 1.75 3 0.583 6.896 <0.001 (HV (New )) (2>1) 

Moon X Owl X Micro 0.01 1 0.007 0.079 0.779   

Moon X Owl X Snake 0.42 3 0.141 1.672 0.174   

Owl X Micro X Snake 0.17 3 0.058 0.682 0.564   

Error     18.4 218 0.085       
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Table 5.4 ANOVA table for GLM of environmental and predatory variables responses in the 

desert pocket mice (Cheatodipus penicillatus (CP)), N of 256, multiple R of 0.65, and a (multiple 

R)2 of 0.422. This table compares the environmental variables as microhabitat (micro) and moon 

phase (moon) as a factor of light. It also compares predator variables such as snake treatments 

(snake) and bi-nightly rotations of owls (owl). The Snake treatment abbreviations: Saharan 

horned viper (HV), sidewinder rattlesnake (PV), and combined vipers (BV). Lastly it compares 

the temporal variable of experimental month. Significant variables were also tested in Tukey’s 

test of honest significant difference (THSD), and observations listed, these are noted and 

compared to predicted results. 
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Discussion 

Merriam’s kangaroo rats and desert pocket mice, clearly exhibit two distinct, opposing, 

behavioral patterns in predator evasion (Figure 5.1). However we can find a few common 

behavior s. (1) Both rodent populations had higher GUDs in on the dark new moon nights over 

the full moon. (2) Both rodent populations responded to snakes with increased GUDs over the 

control quadrant with no snakes. (3) Both rodent populations had a significant increase in GUDs 

on nights when barn owls were rotated through the vivarium. (4) Lastly both rodent populations 

did not have a significant response in GUDs to microhabitat, both as a main effect and in 

interaction with snake treatments.    

Both the rodent species had some common effects that are of importance. Both populations 

responded with higher GUDs during the new moon (Figures 5.2&5.3), suggesting increase risk 

perception in that time of the month. Increased risk perception tied to moonlight must therefore 

have evolved in a common ancestor of both those species or evolved twice as a response the 

same stressor in the environment. Regardless of the trait having separately evolved in the two 

species, or in a common ancestor, we suggest it is likely a response to the predation by snakes 

that have a heat sensing ability. Nocturnal desert rodents in habitats that are dominated by old 

world, “pitless” snakes, have been shown to fear the full moon, more than the new moon (Kotler 

et al 1992; Kotler et al 1993b, Part I). 
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Figure 5.1 Average GUD comparing both species of heteromyid rodents, desert pocket mice and 

Merriam’s kangaroo rat. Error bars represent the least squares standard error.  
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Figure 5.2 (borrowed from Part I). Giving up densities for Merriam’s kangaroo rats comparing 

the response to snake treatments during first and second month of the experiment in new moon 

conditions (A) and full moon (B). The error bars represent least squared standard error.  
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Figure 5.3 Giving up densities for Merriam’s kangaroo rats comparing the response to snake 

treatments during first and second month of the experiment in new moon conditions(A) and full 

moon (B). The error bars represent least squared standard error.  
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A. Common responses to predation risk.  

Both the species responded with greater risk to any snake than the two snake species together. 

We observed increased activity, snake track density, when placed in direct competition with 

other predators. Our observations were not robust enough for testing in relation to the two viper 

species, however the vipers also respond to the presence of inter-guild competition (Embar et al. 

2014). We have not found evidence to suggest that the rodents identified the different strategies 

(heat sensing, no heat sensing) in the snakes. Therefore, it was likely the movement activity of 

the snakes that caused the change we saw. Increased activity of the snakes, suggests also 

increased visibility of the cues to the rodents who respond predominantly to olfactory cues of 

oils left in the sand (Bouskila 1995). The rodents all responded to a threat from the owls as 

expected, by moving under bushes and a trend of increasing GUDs in the open (Brown et al. 

1988, Loongland and Price 1991, Kotler et al. 1992, Berger-Tal et al. 2010).  

B. Microhabitat, surprising insignificance. 

Neither heteromyid had a significant response to microhabitat which surprised us. Kangaroo rats 

showed significance in the log linear model (Table 5.1), but not in the GLM (Table 5.2&5.3). 

This result did not support sources of published literature, with kangaroo rats (Bouskila 1995) 

and with other rodents (Kotler et al. 1993a, c) on which this experiment was designed. All of 

these predicted that with snakes in the environment, in absence of other, more lethal predators, 

the GUD under bushes, should be significantly higher than in the open.  

C. Divergent Trends 

While some of the trends we saw were convergent between the two species, many were not. (1) 

The strongest difference, was the overall mean GUD (Figure 5.1). (2) The populations differed in 
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response to the novel snake, kangaroo rats feared it more than the known snake while pocket 

mice feared it less. (3) The month effect showed an increase in fear of the novel snake during the 

new moon and an increase in risk in the full moon for the kangaroo rats (Figure 5.2). In the 

pocket mice, the risk from the novel snake also increases with time in the new moon, however 

both snakes decrease in risk in the full moon (Figure 5.3).   

The mean GUDs indicate a strong divergence in strategies taken by each of the species in 

managing risk from both snakes and owls. The kangaroo rat, takes risk and forages greatly in all 

the environments, in a crumb picking strategy (Davidson et al. 1980, 1982), exploiting the 

resources in patches to the fullest. Kangaroo rats, of many species, have been known to be risk 

takers predominantly attributed predominantly to their locomotory agility and ability to signal 

predators away using foot drumming and sand kicking (Randall 1997, 2001). Meanwhile the 

pocket mice avoid risk at all costs, employing a cream skimming strategy, only collecting the 

seeds close to the surface of the patch, and survive with a lower caloric intake at times by going 

into prolonged torpor (Woodhouse 1852, Chebes 2002). The behavior  of the pocket mice 

suggest an overall fear, and that of the kangaroo rats, a willingness to take risk.  

The response to moon phase questions the rodent’s assessment of risk. We found the way both 

rodent species reacted to the presence of any snake, similar to the way they would treat the pit 

vipers (Bouskila 1995) that have heat sensing pits (Figures 2 and 3). If the rodents were 

responding to a new assessment of risk, we would expect a decrease in GUDs in the horned viper 

(the novel snake) quadrant. The overall decrees in GUD in the second month in both kangaroo 

rats and pocket mice populations is likely due to a spatial assessment, allowing the rodents to 

better use the safe patches and keep on avoiding the risky patches.  
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The partition between cream skimming, risk avoidance, and crumb picking, risk taking, drives 

the question: why can the kangaroo rats afford the risk?  The answer likely lies in the coexistence 

mechanism of these two species. Physically the two species are not equals either, the genus 

Dipodomys are known for their strong bipedal agility (Bouskila 1995, Randall 1997, Alexander 

and Riddle 2005), while the pocket mice, are primarily quadrapedal with little ability to bounce 

out of harm’s way (Mantooth and Best 2005). To be able to compete for resources the pocket 

mice must have strategically evolved to behaviorally avoid the predation risk. Perhaps it is that 

difference that allowed the genus Dipodomys, once branched from the Pergonathus to achieve a 

larger body mass.  

The two heteromyids provide extremes in predator evasion adaptations. Kangaroo rats in 

physical adaptations, bipedal strength allowing them to bounce backwards to avoid a striking 

snake, or to jump sideways to avoid a diving owl. Pocket mice, in lieu of no physical attribute to 

avoid the predator once facing it, evolved behavioral evasion at a great energetic cost coupled 

with torpor to facilitate this strategy. Our initial predictions regarding the advantage of cheek 

pouches would allow in patch harvesting in presence of predators, proved to be case specific. 

That advantage did not give a unique advantage to these species allowing for equalizing of patch 

use between predator treatments. What did prove to be a constraint-breaking adaptation within 

this group, is the bipedal agility, making the kangaroo rats, especially efficient at foraging under 

varying predation risk.  
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VI. COMPARING THE LANDSCAPES OF FEAR OF FOUR CONVERGENT 

RODENT SPECIES UNDER RISK FROM OWLS AND VIPERS   

 

Abstract 
A spatially explicit analysis of the landscapes of fear (LOF) was run on data collected in 

common garden experiments run with four species of desert rodents and their 

predators. We asked: 1) whether all four species exhibited the same risk perception of a 

given physical environment, 2) Whether the rodents responded in similar manners to 

predation risk from different viper predators, 3) Whether predator facilitation between 

the vipers and a barn owl causes similar changes in the LOF, and 4) Whether the 

patterns we observe in the LOF of rodents coming from the same system (Negev 

Desert or Mojave Desert) will be closer to those of other rodents from the same system, 

than to that of convergent species from the other continent. The four rodents did exhibit 

largely similar LOFs within the physical space of the vivarium, Sede Boker, Israel.    The 

different species’ ranking of giving-up densities by food patch station showed significant 

concordance.    The landscape of fear for the two Heteromyid rodents (Mojave Desert) 

rose in elevation and increased in rugosity as the level of predation risk increased with 

the addition of an owl to the vivarium. The LOF of gerbils, on the other hand, changed 

qualitatively with the addition of owls.  With owls, gerbils switched their perceptions of 

some risky and safe areas within the enclosure.    This work within a controlled space 

with controlled populations of prey and predators demonstrates the utility of measuring 

landscapes of fear and suggests that they are quite robust in time, space and across 

taxonomically similar species.   
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Introduction: 

Over 50 year ago Hairston et al. (1960) proposed trophic cascades to explain how 

predators consume herbivores and hence allow the world to be green. Via direct 

consumptive effects on their prey, carnivores have a positive indirect effect on plant 

communities.  The trophic cascade may also be behavioral.  Perhaps predators frighten 

their prey and consequently the frightened prey forgo feeding opportunities in order to 

remain safe ((Ale & Whelan 2008; Orrock et al. 2008; Sih et al 2010). The reintroduction 

of wolves to Yellowstone National Park provides a well-known example. Frightened elk 

forage less, have higher giving-up densities, shun areas with cover, and consequently 

permit the survival and renewed growth of willows.  The growing willows, stabilize 

stream banks, and have other positive landscape effects on waterways and vegetation 

((Ripple and Beschta 2003a, 2004a, b, 2006a, 2012a).   In studying this, Laundré et al 

(Laundré et al. 2001) defined the landscape of fear as a framework for understanding 

the consequences of behavioral trophic cascades in landscapes that are spatially 

heterogeneous in risk of predation.      

While existing primarily as the prey’s cognitive perceptions, the landscape of fear (LOF) 

should reflect actual spatial variability in predation risk.  It should be as real and 

important to an animal’s behavior as the more familiar landscapes of vegetation, 

resources availability, microclimate, and physical attributes of the environment.  The tool 

of measuring  giving-up densities (GUDs) of foragers (Brown, 1988) in depletable food 

patches provides a tool for getting the foragers to reveal their LOF (van der Merwe and 

Brown 2008).  Furthermore, the LOF also predicts the severity of behavioral cascades.  

Areas of high giving-up densities indicate high risk to the forager and consequently a 
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lower propensity for it to harvest the available resources at that spot.  These are the 

areas where vegetation should see a reprieve from herbivory. 

The fear landscapes of severl species have been successfully mapped.  The LOF of 

Nubian ibex in the Negev Desert reflects a  gradual increase of risk  from the safety of 

cliffs where ibbex find refuge (Tadesse and Kotler 2011, Iribarren and Kotler 2012). The 

striped  mouse in South Africa fear the “islands” of woody vegetation dotting a grassland  

(Abu Baker and Brown 2010).  In this same landsacpe, duikers (a small antelope) see 

the woody patches as safe with increasing risk in the open grassy or rocky areas  (Abu 

Baker and Brown 2013).   Such species-specific differences in the LOF should be 

expected for a rodent and anrelope species.  The striped mouse fears genets as a 

predator in the woods, and the duiker finds escape from leopards and hyenas in the 

same thick vegetation.  

Under natural conditions, a forager’s LOF will be jointly influenced by its own species-

specific aptitudes for detercting and evading predators, the structure of the physical 

environment insofar as particular features may favor the prey or the predator, and finally 

the percieved abundance and type of predators currently threatening the forager.  

Examples of these effects can be seen by kangaroo rats and pocket mice.  In repsonse 

to predation from owls, shrub cover favors the rodents while open areas favor the owls 

(Koter et al. 1988).  At a great basin desert site, Kotler (1984) showed that the enlarged 

auditory bullae of kangaroo rats permited them to more safely forage away from shrub 

cover as they can better detect owls.  Finally, at a Sonoraon desert site, kangaroo rats 

favored shrubs during the winter when owls but not snakes were active, and switched 
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their prefernce and deemed the open safer when rattlesnakes were abundant during the 

summer(Brown 1989a).   

Here we take advantage of a series of expermients conducted within a large outdoor 

vivarium measuring 17mx 34m.  Years of experiments have shown how the patch use 

behavior of two species of gerbils changes in response to direct and indirect cues of 

predation risk.  The GUDs of gerbils increases with the presence of snakes or owls, 

increases with moonlight, and increases with the overall energy state of the gerbils 

(Berger-Tal et al. 2010, Kotler et al. 2010, St. Juliana et al. 2011, Raveh et al. 2011, 

Embar et al. 2011).  While these studies may consider spatial varation in GUDs and fear 

when the vivarium is subdivided into areas with the presence and absence of say 

snakes or owls, these studies have not considered station to station variation in GUDs 

that may reveal more subtle textures in the gerbils’ spatial LOF.  These studies 

generally include 20-40 food patch stations distributed throughout the vivarium, and 

there are always signficant differences between stations even within a treatment.  When 

the same gerbils have access to the patches of these stations, then differences 

between stations should represent differences in the foraging cost of predation.   

Here we embrace the station to station varation in patch use as a means of measuring 

the rodents’ landscape of fear.  In this experiment we sequentially mapped the LOF of 

four different rodent species.  From the Negev, we used two gerbil species, the greater 

Egyptian gerbil (Gerbillus pyramidum) and Allenby’s gerbil (Gerbillus andersoni 

allenbyi). From the Mojave Desert we used Merriam’s kangaroo rats (Dipodomys 

merriami) and a population of deser pocket mice (Cheatodipus penicillatus).  The 

rodents from the two deserts exhibit a high degree of convergent evolution and we 
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chose one larger and one smaller species from each desert.  The vaviarium was divided 

into four quadrants (6m x 8.5m).  Quadrats varied in the presence or absence of 

sidewinder rattlesnakes (Mojave desert) and horned viper (Negev Desert).  From night 

to night we randomly varied the presence and absence of barn owls.  

Our objectives were to test in a controlled and rigorous manner a series of hypothese 

regarding the nature of LOFs: 

1) Do all species of rodent exhibit a similar LOF both across the vivavrium and/or 

within each quadrat? 

2) Are similrities in the LOF of different species most striking when comparing wihtin 

a size class (large versus large or small versus small), or within a desert? 

3) Even if species rank stations similarly, do some species have LOFs that are 

more rugose than others in the sense of the magnitude of predation cost 

differences between “peaks” and “valleys”? 

4) Does the presence of the owls as a source of increased risk simply change the 

elveation but not the shape of the LOF, or does one observe qualitative changes 

in the LOF itself? 

These are fundamental questions regarding the constancy of LOFs measured under 

natural conditions.  Addressing these questions in nature poses challenges.  The 

vivariusm, the four species of rodents and the ability to manipulate predation risk offers 

the opportunity to provide insights into factors that likely influence the LOF of these 

species wihtin their natural habitat; and the efficancy of conducting such measurements 

on free-ranging animals.   
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Methods 

Experiments were run in a semi-natural enclosure (vivarium) near the Blaustein 

Institutes for Desert Research of Ben Gurion University of the Negev in Sede Boker, 

Israel.  The vivarium measures 34 meters long and 17 meters wide.  It is rodent proofed 

by a sheet metal fencing that starts 1.5 meters below ground and rises to 1.5 meters 

aboveground.  The vivarium is 5 meters high and completely enclosed with chicken 

wire. The dirt floor has a covering of 30 cm of sand to mimic the rodents’ native sand 

dunes.    PVC pipes pounded into the ground give the rodents a head-start on burrows.  

 The vivarium was divided into four identically sized quadrants (8.5 meters by 17 meters 

wide) using a 1 m high hardware cloth wall to divide northern quadrants from southern 

ones, and a 1 m high sheet metal wall to divide eastern from western quadrants 

(appendix 1). The dividers had tight “S” bend gates, two gates per interior divider.  

These gates permitted the rodents to move freely between quadrants but prevented the 

movement of snakes. 

Twelve trellises arrayed as 6 by 2 grid were placed in each quadrant for a total of 48.  

Trellises were topped with shrub piles to mimic the bush microhabitat of the desert, and 

a food patch was placed under each trellises.  To capture both microhabitats, patches 

were alternately placed directly under or directly adjacent to the trellis.  This 

arrangement was switched every two days.   Each food patch consisted of rectangular 

plastic box (28 x 38 x 8 cm) containing 3 liters of sifted sand.  Three grams of millet was 

mixed into the sand of each patch.  The following morning (gerbils are nocturnal) we 

sieved the remaining seeds as a measure of the GUD, and replenished the patches with 

a new aliquot of 3 grams of millet.     
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For each species we populated the vivarium with roughly the same biomass of rodents 

leading to:  24 Allenby’s gerbils (GA, G. andersoni allenbyi) from June-August of 2011, 

16 Greater Egyptian gerbils (GP, G. pyramidum) from June-July of 2013, 16 Merriam’s 

kangaroo rats (DM, D. merriami) from July-August of 2012, and 24 desert pocket mice 

(CP, C. penicillatus) from September-October of 2012.  The populations were all male 

for GA, CP, and DM while for GP the population in the experiment had 60% males.  

For the heteromyid rodents (DM and CP) and gerbilline rodents (GA and GP) the control 

quadrant was located in the north western quadrant (W) and North Eastern quadrant 

(Y), respectively. South of the control (X for heteromyids and Z for gerbillines) was a 

quadrant in which the viper treatment consisted of two vipers of different species 

(appendix I). The remaining quadrants (East for heteromyids and West for gerbilline 

rodents) housed two vipers of a single species each, two sidewinder rattlesnakes 

(Crotalus cerastes) in the Southern quadrant and two Saharan horned vipers (Cerastes 

cerastes) in the Northern quadrant. The barn owl (Tyto alba) was allowed to fly 

throughout the arena except during the experiment with GA, where it was restricted to 

the Eastern half.  

Each experiment was run for 2 lunar months with each rodent population run 

separately. Every individual that was preyed upon was replaced by another individual. 

Based on RFID pit tag evidence in owl pellets and viper fecal matter: a total of seven 

GA, five CP, three DM, and nine GP were depredated (or died of natural causes) during 

the experiment. Every month data were collected for 8 nights with owls and 8 nights 

without owls around the maximum and minimum moon light periods (there were only 4 

nights of collection per moon phase in GA). 
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Data analysis 

a. Station effect: 

To determine station effects within quadrants, we used a general linearized model with 

GUD in a particular patch as the dependent variable and moon phase, owls, quadrants, 

days nested within owls x moon phase, and station nested within quadrants as the 

independent variables.  We ran a separate analysis for each rodent species.  The 

objective of this analysis was to 1) verify a station effect after accounting for quadrant or 

aviary-wide effects of moon phase, owl and snakes, and to 2) determine the main 

effects of monophase and owls to see how they would influence the average “elevation” 

of the rodents’ LOF.  A significant station effect allows us to move forward with 

analyzing and comparing the rodents’ LOFs.    

b.  Landscape shape  

Two tests were run to determine the effect of fear on the perceived landscape as seen 

by the rodents. First to justify the comparison between the four species a Friedman’s 

test of concordance was run, to show that the physical landscape is perceived 

comparably by the four species. We followed that analysis with a regression analysis to 

observe the relationship of perceived risk in patches on low risk nights compared to the 

risk on nights where owls were present in the experiment.  A strong correlation will 

suggest that the LOF does not change only rises to higher levels with increased risk. If 

no correlation is found, then this analysis suggests that the landscape features change; 

safe patches become risky and risky become safe.  For the concordance test and the 

regression, stations were used as the unit of replication. 
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c. Analysis of rugosity 

Rugosity is a measure of the rate at which the LOF changes “elevation” between 

stations. We calculated an index of rugosity by averaging the changes in mean GUD 

from a patch to its nearest neighbors and then dividing this change in GUD by distance. 

The value of rugosity is a quantitative measure that allows a relative understanding of 

the change in the topography. In this project a high rugosity of the LOF means that the 

change from risky to safe zones is fast (over a small distance). To study the effects of 

predation risk on rugosity we ran GLM models for each species where rugosity at a 

patch was the dependent variable, and the independent variables were the quadrants, 

the predator rotations, and the location of the patches for each of the species. 

d.  LOF maps 

A visualization of the data was run by creating raster maps smoothed by distance 

weighted least squares (DWLS) analysis with the default tension of 0.5 (see Iribarren, 

C. & Kotler). A map was created for each combination of owl treatments by rodent 

species for a total of 8 maps. 
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Results 

a.  Station Analysis and GUDs 

For each species, GUDs differed significantly between stations within quadrants (Table 

6.1). Within each quadrant, the Friedman’s test showed a significant concordance 

among species in their ranking of stations by GUDs (Table 6.2). The average GUD or 

mean “elevation” of the LOF differed significantly for each species as can be seen by 

the main effect of species on GUDs (Figure 6.1). The mean landscape elevation was 

similar for the two gerbil species, GA and GP, with mean GUDs of 1.84±0.04g and 

2.23±0.04g respectively (Figure 6.2 A, B). The mean elevation for the LOF of the 

heteromyid rodents, CP and DM, were at opposite extremes; low for DM with a mean of 

1.0±0.05g and high for CP with a mean GUD of 2.61±0.03g. (Figure 6.2 C, D)  

We ran a regression analysis to test whether the LOF of the different species rises, or 

falls with increase in predation risk, or fully changes in topographical composition, 

shown by a nonlinear correlation.  (Table 6.3, Figure 6.3). The regression models had a 

strong explanatory power in the heteromyids suggesting an increase in elevation of the 

landscape with increase of predation risk. The models were weak in the gerbilline 

species suggesting that folding is occurring in the landscapes for these species.      
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Variables Type III SS df F-Ratio P-Value 

Species 17.249 3 89.895 <0.001 

Owl Presence 7.6 1 118.826 <0.001 

Longitude coordinates 0.03 1 0.465 0.496 

Latitude Coordinates 0.425 1 6.644 0.01 

Quadrant 3.249 3 16.93 <0.001 

Longitude X Latitude  0.253 1 3.963 0.047 

Owl Presence X Species 0.453 3 2.359 0.071 

Species X Quadrant  7.376 9 12.813 <0.001 

Species X Longitude X Latitude  0.251 3 1.308 0.271 

Error 22.962 359    

 

Table 6.1 ANOVA comparing GUDs as testing for a station effect for all four rodent.   
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Quadrant df Xf
2 P-value 

W 11 422.7 <0.001 

X 11 408.1 <0.001 

Y 11 418.9 <0.001 

Z 11 418.9 <0.001 

 

Table 6.2 Friedman’s test of concordance as run for ranked GUDs per station within 

each quadrant as a comparison of the four rodent species, Gerbillus andersoni allenbyi, 

Gerbillus pyramidum, Cheatodipus penicillatus and Dipodomys merriami. Each 

quadrant was simulated separately  
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 Coefficients R2 

G. andersoni allenbyi 0.113 0.0197 

G. Pyramidum 0.4794 0.258 

C. Penicillatus 0.6833 0.619 

D. Merriami  1.0262 0.771 

 

Table 6.3 Regression analyses for each species as a function of the GUD per station 

with and without an owl effect   
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Figure 6.1 Average Giving Up Density (GUD) by rodent species with error bars of least 

squares standard error. 
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Figure 6.2 Maps of the landscapes of fear (LOF) measured off of GUDs and smoothed 

based on DWLS analysis. Warm colors (red (3g) –yellow (2g)) represent relative 

perceived danger (high GUDs) and cold colors (blue (0g)-green (1g)) relative safety (low 

GUDs). Each plot is marked with presence or absence of owls and the species.  
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Figure 6.3 Linear regressions for the GUD at each station during nights with and 

without owls as analyzed per species.  Where (●) marker represent heteromyid rodents 

and (■) mark gerbilline species. The black markers and solid trend lines represent the 

smaller species (CP and GA respectively) and the gray markers and hyphenated trend 

lines represent the larger (DM and GP respectively). The corresponding statistics are 

available in Table 6.3. 
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b. Rugosity 

The analysis of rugosity of a LOF, mean change of GUD to nearest neighbor station 

(g/m) was calculated as a dependent variable for the spatial variables. The GLM 

comparing the rugosity in all four species did not generate any explanatory power (R2 of 

0.05) therefore we ran GLM for each species separately (Table 6.4). These models, 

with strong explanatory power (GA R2 0.824, GP R2 0.881, CP R2 0.873, and DM R2 

0.881), showed that the rugosity measure was affected?  By the location of the patch for 

all four species. On average, the rugosity in the landscape for CP was 0.1±0.01g/m, for 

DM 0.13±0.01g/m, for GA 0.15±0.01g/m, and for GP 0.2±0.02 g/m. GA and DM 

responded to the owl treatment with change in landscape rugosity, while GP and CP did 

not. The effects of the viper treatments resulted in different rugosity patterns in all but 

the GA population and the combination of owls with viper caused large changes in 

heteromyid species (DM and CP).The combination of owl rotations as analyzed in each 

viper treatment was significant only in the heteromyids, where a Tukey’s Honestly 

Significant Test (THSD) showed significance only to the change in the control for CP 

(Figure 6.4C) and for the quadrant with a novel viper for DM (Figure 6.4D). Both show a 

large increase in rugosity with an increase in predation risk from 0.1±0.03 to 

0.16±0.03g/m for CP and from 0.13±0.02 to 0.26±0.03 g/m for DM. This trend, even 

though not statistically significant, mirrors in the GA population. In the GP population the 

trends cancel each other out with some viper treatments becoming more rugose with 

added owl rotations and some becoming less so.  
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 Variable  Type 

III SS  

DF  Mean 

Squares  

F-

Ratio 

P-Value  

G. andersoni Allenbyi Quadrant  

Owl 

Quadrant*Owl 

Station (Quadrant) 

Error 

0.009 

0.037 

0.023 

1.349 

0.303 

3 

1 

3 

44 

44 

0.003 

0.037 

0.008 

0.031 

0.007 

0.434 

5.37 

1.099 

4.446 

 

0.73 

0.03 

0.36 

>0.001 

G. pyramidum Quadrant  

Owl 

Quadrant*Owl 

Station (Quadrant) 

Error 

0.675 

0.019 

0.075 

2.998 

0.507 

3 

1 

3 

44 

44 

0.225 

0.019 

0.025 

0.068 

0.012 

19.54 

1.647 

2.164 

5.913 

>0.001 

0.21 

0.11 

>0.001 

C. penicillatus  Quadrant  

Owl 

Quadrant*Owl 

Station (Quadrant) 

Error 

0.032 

0.001 

0.033 

0.469 

0.084 

3 

1 

3 

44 

44 

0.011 

0.001 

0.011 

0.011 

0.002 

4.871 

0.365 

4.954 

4.819 

0.006 

0.549 

0.005 

>0.001 

D. merriami  Quadrant  

Owl 

Quadrant*Owl 

Station (Quadrant) 

Error 

0.178 

0.042 

0.069 

0.601 

0.132 

3 

1 

3 

44 

44 

0.059 

0.042 

0.023 

0.014 

0.003 

19.268 

13.511 

7.493 

4.446 

>0.001 

>0.001 

>0.001 

>0.001 

 

Table 6.4. ANOVA Analyses of Rugosity (change in topography of landscape between 

points of analysis) for each of the species separately. Where the R2 values for GA, GP, 

CP and DM were 0.824, 0.881, 0.873, and 0.881 respectively. The quadrant variable 

represents a physical location and a viper treatment (horned vipers, pit vipers, both 

vipers and control). Patch, refers to a location of the station at which the data was 

collected as a combination of longitudinal and latitudinal coordinate    
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Figure 6.4 Average rugosity of LOF for the four convergent species. (A) G. andersoni 

allenbyi, (B) G. pyramidum, (C) C. Penicillatus, and (D) D. Merriami. Only parts C and D 

represent significant interaction of variables, experimental quadrant (viper treatment) 

and owl rotation, in their respective species GLM. The * represents Tukey test of honest 

significance, significant post hock test. The rugosity values are change in risk 

assessment based on foraging theory in g/m, were calculated for each station based on 

GUD change to the nearest neighbors. 
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Discussion 

Beginning with Laundré et al. (2001) the landscapes of fear, as a study of cascading 

effects of predation risk as they reverberate through the trophic levels, are proving to be 

of increasing importance to the study of predator -prey interactions. The case study of 

the reintroduction of wolves, and their non-consumptive effects on both prey (Laundré et 

al. 2001, Creel et al. 2005, Creel 2011) and on the vegetation (Ripple and Beschta 

2003b, 2004c, d, 2006b, 2012b) has much to teach us on long term effects of predation 

on an ecosystem. This experiment strengthens some of the theoretic concepts of the 

LOF, and proves that landscapes of fear can be studied on small scales, as well as on 

the large ungulate models that dominate the current literature (Laundré et al. 2001, 

Creel et al. 2005, Shrader et al. 2008, Druce et al. 2009, Iribarren and Kotler 2012, Abu 

Baker and Brown 2013).  

The uniqueness of this experiment lies in the use of LOF to study a fixed physical 

landscape and the perception of risk within it as projected through the GUD of four 

species. We showed here that, on the coarse scale, all the species responded to the 

experimental design, the physical quadrants and the locations of foraging stations within 

them in a similar manner (Table 6.2). This shows that specific patches were risky in the 

environment regardless of predator treatment, as this was repeated in all species where 

viper treatments were mixed.  

All species responded to the presence of the owls by decreasing foraging activity, 

however that pattern was not linear in all four species (Figure 6.3) The linear pattern 

observed in both heteromyid species (CP and DM) showed that the landscape simply 

shifts up as predation risk increases. Figure 2 (C, D) shows that the maps are very 
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similar with and without the owl, however the scale rises from blue to green, from green 

to yellow, and yellow to red in the same patches. The gerbils (GA and GP) responded in 

a nonlinear manner, suggesting that pattern on the LOF change as the predation risk 

increases. 

The GA population (Figure 6.2 A) projected a pattern where the risk was clumped into 

one quadrant when the owls were not present. That clump was located in the center of 

the quadrant where the two viper species were combined. When owls are rotated 

through the vivarium, the risky area is moved away from its location on “safe” nights. 

Now, a ransect of risk appears along what seems to follow the flight path of the owl 

between two perches. An important caveat for the GA population is the fact that the owl 

was restricted to the eastern half of the vivarium, therefore not affecting the western half 

in the same manner. This provides the opportunity to visualize the spillover of risk as it 

crosses to the quadrants that did not have the presence of an owl.  

The difference in patterns, as observed between the GA and GP populations mirrors, 

provides an explanation to co-existence mechanism of these two species. GA are 

crumb-pickers, and willing to take risk, foraging in less than optimal conditions and 

times. GP, on the other hand, are cream-skimmers, foraging early in the night collecting  

the more accessible seeds  which surfaced during the day while and giving up when the 

risk becomes too great (Brown 1989a, b, Abramsky et al. 1990, Kotler et al. 2002, Ben-

Natan et al. 2004). The GP population showed a dramatic shift in the landscape where, 

under low predation risk - vipers only-, they were able to pin-point the islands of risk, 

similarly to the behavior  of striped mice in South African grasslands (Abu Baker and 

Brown 2010). However, once the predation risk increased - with the introduction of the 
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owls-, the cream-skimming behavior  caused a great shift in the landscape, creating 

islands of refuge (Figure 6.2 B). 

If the major distinction between the gerbilline species was in the movement of LOF 

topographical features with increase of risk. The Heteromyids, on the other hand, differ 

from each other in two major fashions. The first difference factor consists of the average 

GUD. This proved very high in the desert pocket mice (CP), the cream-skimmers 

equivalent of the Mojave Desert, and very low in the kangaroo rats, the crumb-pickers. 

The second factor lies in the changes in GUD from one patch to its nearest neighbors 

as a factor of the risk level, this measure causes the intricacy of the landscape to be 

flatter or change rapidly according to the topographical term “rugosity”.  

a. Rugosity 

As predation risk increases, the landscape of fear should become more intricate and 

varied (Laundré et al. 2001). However, the intricacy may come from shift in landscape 

features, such as we saw in the gerbilline species, or from a change in the rugosity of 

the landscape. A highly rugose landscape suggests that the assessment of risk, 

becomes more precise, while the change from a safe patch to a risky one happens on a 

much smaller distance. The heteromyid rodents showed that the elevation of the entire 

LOF increased with risk but so did the distinction between risky patches and safe ones. 

This designates that the safer patches were exploited to a greater extent while less time 

was spent attempting to forage risky patches.  

The pattern we observe with the pocket mice (CP) (Figure 6.2 C) is a movement from a 

gradual change in GUDs to an entirely risky environment with a few small safe patches 
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in the control section. The combination of vipers and owl cause these species to avoid 

foraging, yet they are willing to greatly exploit the few safe patches. The safe patches 

stand at a great contrast to the exposed areas in the same quadrant causing the great 

increase in rugosity seen in that quadrant (Figure 6.4 C). The pocket mice avoided 

danger throughout the experiment, and therefore it is not surprising that, when 

conditions are the riskiest, the main exploitation occurs in the few places they were 

willing to venture to.   

Merriam’s kangaroo rats (DM) on the other hand responded predominantly with an 

overall increase in GUDs (Figure 6.3 D). However the patterns of rapid change between 

safe and dangerous zones occurred in the northern half of the vivarium, in the control 

section, and in the section where vipers that they had not encountered before were 

introduced (Figure 6.4 D) and have been found to cause higher GUD (suggesting 

greater perceived risk). The DM population proved to be taking great risks throughout 

the experiment. They however did respond with higher GUDs to the combined predation 

risk from the vipers they feared with owls, and showed the most contrast in GUDs 

during owl rotations in the control quadrant. 

In conclusion spatial patterns have much to reveal in terms of the ecology of fear and 

the evolutionary dynamics shaping the structure of the community interactions between 

trophic levels. We showed here that predation risk may change the LOF in multiple 

fashions: (1) a change in topographical features in species with a plastic response to 

risk, (2) a rise and fall of the landscape in species where the response strategy is fixed, 

and (3) a change in the rugosity of the landscape where change between safe and risky 

zones becomes more extreme.  
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Prospectus  

The landscapes of fear which were generated in this manuscript have only explored a 

very small fraction of the opportunities that former vivarium experiments have 

generated. This analysis averaged together many environmental factors that may be 

affecting the landscape of fear. In future publications we hope to unravel the effects of 

moonlight and microhabitat on the topography of the landscapes of fear. Repeated 

measures throughout vivarium experiments may allow to generate a time-series of 

maps to observe how the landscapes change over time of exposure to the predators 

and thus allowing to observe the rate of adaptive behavior al changes occurring to 

populations exposed to predators.     
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APENDIX I: INTERVIEW CHAMBER SCHEMATIC 
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APPENDIX II: VIVARIUM LAYOUT 

 

Figure II.  1 Layout of vivarium as set for the common-garden experiment with Allenby’s 
gerbils. For all other experiments there was no fox added and the owl was free to roam 
throughout the experimental set up. For the Heteromyid rodents the viper treatments 
were mirrored east to west. The green snakes represent the Saharan horned vipers 
while the red snakes represent the sidewinder rattlesnakes. The blue “X” marks 
represent the location of the “S” shaped gates that allow rodent movement, but not viper 
movement. Green rectangles represent bush trellises with trays near or under then for 
the experiment, while orange ones are in active patches. Note the top of the map 
signifies south.   

S 
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APPENDIX III: PICTURES OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 

Figure III.  1 Layout of the vivarium as seen from the Western half looking south. June 
2013 

 

Figure III.  2 G. pyramidum foraging in food tray in Interview Chamber.  May 2013 
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Figure III.  3 G. Pyramidum observing a caged Saharan horned viper at the end of an 
interview chamber experiment. May 2013 

 

Figure III.  4 Interview Chamber after set up, ready to run for 2 hours, May 2013 
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Figure III.  5 Cerastes cerastes in the vivarium after release. July 2012 

 

Figure III.  6 Crotalus cerastes during release into the vivarium, June 2013 
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